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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The pace of scientific and technological innovation is revolutionizing the way people experience their daily life and how they perceive the world around them. This is especially true in a country like Myanmar, which is transitioning from 50 years of military government into a fledgling democracy while undergoing one of the fastest digital revolutions in the world: mobile phone penetration has gone from less than 13% in 2013 to over 89% in 2016 and internet penetration skyrocketed from 8% in 2013 to 80% in 2016.

In 2014, UNDP Myanmar had a development challenge to unite 2,000 saving and lending groups with a combined membership of 20,000 rural women into one national rural women’s network. From 2003 to 2012, UNDP had been growing autonomous saving and lending groups at village level across eight states in Myanmar, channelling financial and capacity building support through a traditional vertical structure, from UNDP to 31 women-led regional offices (Township Leading Groups) serving 2,000 village level groups (Self-reliant Groups). Although this development programme brought benefit at village level, it was impossible for the 2,000 village level groups to integrate into one national network without the addition of substantial financial and structural resources. By taking advantage of Myanmar’s digital revolution, UNDP set out to unite these 2,000 village level groups into one network by using mobile phone technology to network the 2,000 groups together onto one app platform. The digital revolution had made a national rural women’s network technically possible. Simultaneously, as the digital revolution in Myanmar was taking place, changes in legislation by the Myanmar Government made it possible for UNDP to facilitate the set-up of institutional governance structures for the nascent rural women’s network (known as May Doe Kabar).

The process of introducing technology was co-designed between a development team at UNDP Myanmar, UNDP Asia-Pacific Innovation Fund and the leaders of the rural women’s network, resulting in an innovative development-communication tool which became known as iWomen Inspiring Women App. The iWomen App is the only app in Myanmar (and one among very few in the world), which simultaneously targets both social and psychological needs of rural women. The co-design process did not just result in a development-communication tool that allowed rural women to share the same tech platform, but resulted in a multi-thematic sequenced content methodology aimed at capacity building rural women into confident and respected community leaders.

iWomen App captures rural women’s attention by sharing human interest personal stories (Be Inspired Function); gives rural women hard knowledge on topics such as renewable energy, entrepreneurship, market, laws, rights, technology (Be Knowledgeable Function); provides a sharing platform where women can discuss, in private, issues of concern and receive remote mentorship (Talk Together and Be Together); runs competitions with prizes to embed the knowledge in the rural women’s minds and functioning as a project monitoring and evaluation tool (Ready to Play Function).

iWomen App was launched in March 2016. Since then, close to more than 10,000 rural women and their immediate families have become iWomen App users. A total of over 1,490 inspiring poems, personal stories and lessons have been shared through the app. Thousands of posts have been uploaded in the Talk Together chat board by rural women (on topics such as health, advocacy, financial literacy, commodity prices, migration, gender-based violence, etc.). Since March 2016, iWomen App users viewed content in the app over 1,000,000 times with an average reading time of 8 minutes per content.

Research conducted for this report shows the iWomen Project has a unique approach to wellbeing. Instead of just considering how to support rural women’s social needs, this project also targets their emotional needs, envisioning wellbeing from a psychosocial perspective, one that aims for behavioural change. Changes in the women’s perception of their role as women, increased self-esteem and self-confidence, increased sense of community and increased digital inclusion, are amongst many of the impacts of the iWomen Project. These impacts will ultimately unlock the human development potential of the women in rural Myanmar. Altogether, the iWomen App is an innovative project, one of the few applications that targets both social and emotional wellbeing. Initiatives such as the iWomen Project are extremely important as they show, first, alternatives of how to address wellbeing from a holistic understanding of the human being, as one that is both social and psychological. Second, they provide evidence of the benefits of approaching wellbeing from a psychosocial perspective.

Figure 1: iWomen Inspiring Women App Launching
The aim of this report is three-fold:

(1) To tell the co-design development story of the iWomen App, in the form of a practical guide, which fellow development practitioners can use as an example of how to develop educational and capacity building mobile apps as well as civic technologies (Part 2 by Eleonora Gatti) iWomen Project: App Design, Development and Growth – a Practical Guide;

(2) To present the reader with an analysis of the impacts that the iWomen Project had on improving women’s psychosocial wellbeing as a way to enhance their empowerment (Part 3 by Dr Sammiia Poveda) iWomen Project Evaluation;

(3) To provide recommendations on how technology should be developed and used to inspire and inform individuals, in developing countries, to achieve the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). These recommendations combine learning both from the two and half year journey of development and growth of the iWomen App and from the project evaluation carried out by UNU-CS (by Eleonora Gatti and Dr Sammiia Poveda) (Part 4 Recommendations).

Research Conclusions
Three questions were proposed for this study and highlights are shown below.

What role do Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) have in supporting psychosocial wellbeing as defined for this research?
- From a social perspective, the iWomen App provides a platform for the women of the May Doe Kabar Network to read inspirational and useful information, reflect, share and discuss in the different forums, and to know more about their own network. Many inspirational stories from May Doe Kabar members, in particular from the leaders of the Network, have also been shared, inspiring other members to become leaders.
- From a psychological perspective, the iWomen App has increased the level of interaction between the women. The inspirational stories combined with the aforementioned interaction, has served to improve women's self-esteem, self-perception and overall emotional wellbeing. Behaviour change related to the iWomen Project was visible in their relation to technology. While traditionally mobiles are men's property, the iWomen Project has motivated women to own their own mobiles, regardless what is socially accepted. To support the women the May Doe Kabar Network is selling devices with an affordable instalment plan.

What methods of implementation need to be considered to effectively incorporate ICT into initiatives aimed at the improvement of psychosocial wellbeing?
- UNDP had a strong relationship with the rural women as a result of more than 10 years of working with them. Knowing the target group, increased the rapport necessary to develop the iWomen Project.
- The use of participatory methods, allowed the identification of, first, emotional and informational needs and second, the promotion of technological appropriation.

- The iWomen Project used more than one method of participation. When large groups are considered, such as the 20,000 women of the May Doe Kabar, it is impossible to include them into participatory activities. However, the iWomen Project showed it is possible to design various activities (small groups, forums, phone interviews, call centre, etc.), allowing a different number of people to be part of the process at different stages of the project, welcoming participation of more people. This allowed the project to gather a variety of perspectives and voices making the iWomen App more representative of the larger group.
- The iWomen Project used both online and offline interaction. It is the extent of the embedding of the iWomen App within the May Doe Kabar National Network of Rural Women, and the associated support from UNDP Myanmar, which are the reasons of the success of this app.

What are the benefits and detriments that ICT can cause on initiatives focusing on psychosocial wellbeing?
- ICT only magnifies the intent and capacities of those using the technology. ICTs benefited the institutionalisation of the May Doe Kabar network by allowing greater information sharing, and by allowing women to increase their interactions despite physical distance.
- Introducing ICT requires the beneficiaries to become capable to use technology. When the iWomen Team realised the women lacked the necessary digital skills, the iWomen Team incorporated into the project digital skills training for the women. Other constrains that limit the impact of ICTs, besides digital literacy, are the lack of electricity, poor Internet connectivity, lack of time, limited financial resources, among others. Allowing for the iWomen App to be used offline, once the content has been downloaded, was one solution the iWomen Team designed. However, the other mentioned constrains are harder to tackle by projects such as the iWomen Project.
- Be aware that being able to use ICT is not a guarantee that people will use it to improve their development. How ICTs will be used remains the users' choice, and creative thinking skills-based training can aid to motivate people to use technology for their own development growth.
- ICT is not a silver bullet, just introducing technology will not solve all issues. The iWomen Project showed that the online-offline interconnectedness of the May Doe Kabar Network and UNDP Myanmar, and the use of participatory methods to promote ownership and raise women's self-perception, through inspiration, mentoring, interactive dialogue and topic selection were as important as ICT in this project.

Recommendations: From Practice to Policy
The authors’ recommendations answer the question: How to inspire and inform people in developing countries to achieve the 17 Sustainable Development Goals with the aid of technology and innovation?
Co-design and co-develop technologies directly with the users
Development actors wishing to develop technologies to empower people should actively choose co-design and co-development over other tech development techniques which do not involve users in the design process. The evidence presented in this report shows that, thanks to the use of participatory approaches (such as the human-centered design and the principles of digital design), the development journey of a tech tool can become in itself an empowering journey. In the case of the iWomen Inspiring Women App, the co-design method and co-development process has enabled rural women, who before the participatory process felt they were not worthy of using a mobile phone, to build up enough self-confidence and self-esteem to shape the development of the app. Tech co-design and co-development ensures project buy-in and ownership by those who will become the ultimate users of the technology.

Sequence the content: inspiration is an essential component when disseminating information using technology
ICT tools can meaningfully contribute to users’ positive mindset changes if content is shared in a sequenced way. To share information with rural communities it is essential for development actors to model on human behavioural patterns. First capture the reader’s attention using inspiration through human interest stories. Inspiration is an essential component of communicating with people. For development actors to disseminate knowledge effectively through tech, rural people in developing countries have to be inspired to want to read that information. iWomen App has a sequenced content methodology that puts inspiration first, followed by knowledge, peer-to-peer sharing and prized competitions. By embracing the principles of human-centered design (creative confidence, empathy, embracing ambiguity, iteration), development practitioners will be able to co-develop, with their users, context-appropriate sequenced content methodologies.

Use technology platforms to deliver multi-thematic development interventions
Meeting the aspirations of the 17 SDGs will require an unprecedented effort by development actors targeting specific population groups, such as rural women, but working in distinct thematic areas (i.e.: health care, disaster risk reduction, gender-based violence), to increasingly synchronize their interventions. ICT platforms, such as mobile apps and Internet Bots offer such an occasion. This report recommends development actors to take advantage of technology platforms to synchronise their knowledge and capacity building activities to achieve better value for money. The multi-thematic approach of the iWomen App represents a successful example of how development actors can collaborate to disseminate information through technology.

Plan in advance how to guarantee digital inclusion
Implementing technology initiatives in a development context is not straightforward. Disadvantaged populations will most likely be poor or have no electricity and connectivity services, have low levels of education, and restricted financial resources, among others. Projects should identify these problems and plan solutions from the start. Some questions may help identify these issues: i) are we acknowledging characteristics such as age, gender, race and education level in the design of our project?; ii) are we allowing our future users to be part of the design, creation and production of our project?; iii) how will different levels of digital literacy of future users be tackled?; iv) are we addressing different technology preferences in our project?; v) how will different levels of cognitive skills in our future users, for instance critical thinking skills, be tackled?; vi) how will any deficiencies in telecommunications infrastructure, hardware, software and/or connectivity where we plan to implement our project be tackled?

ICTs are not silver bullets, match technology with offline initiatives
ICT is not a silver bullet. ICTs are tools that support the intent and the capacity of those using them. Just introducing technology will not solve any issues. The iWomen Project showed that the online-offline interconnectedness of the May Doe Kabar National Rural Women Network and UNDP Myanmar, and the use of participatory methods to promote ownership and raise women’s self-perception, were as important as ICT in this project. To meet the aspirations of the 17 SDGs, matching great initiatives on the ground with technological innovation may provide the necessary online-offline interaction that has benefited the iWomen Inspiring Women Project.

Adapt existing scientific scales that measure impact of inspiration on human behaviour
Considering that sharing knowledge and experience through inspirational stories is one of our oldest and most effective forms of communication, the number of development programmes using inspirational stories as an effective empowerment tool is still limited. There is an emerging, growing body of scientific scales, which measure different aspects of inspiration and its impact on decision-making, human behaviour and psychosocial wellbeing. This report recommends for development actors to adapt existing scientific scales. By using such scales, development actors will be able to i) measure the effectiveness that inspiration and inspirational stories have on empowering people, and ii) demonstrate a causal relationship between exposure to different degrees of inspirational content and resulting positive behavioural change of the project beneficiaries.
PART 1 CONTEXT

1.1 INTRODUCTION

The transformative power of science, technology and innovation is abundantly clear; achieving the Sustainable Development Goals will require transformations at many different levels and scales, changes that can only happen through science, technology and innovation. We have to collectively step up our efforts to leverage science and technology in support to concrete actions towards the aspirations of the sustainable development goals.¹

Achieving the Sustainable Development Goals is imperative yet extremely challenging. Evidence and case studies are needed as examples of how to successfully implement technology and innovation projects that promote human development and positive behavioural change. The present report aims to provide such evidence, by analysing the impacts of the iWomen Inspiring Women Project, on the lives of Myanmar rural women. iWomen App was launched in March 2016, and this application at the time of publication has 10,507 subscribers. This application aims to capture rural women’s attention by sharing human interest personal stories (Be Inspired Function); giving access to knowledge on topics such as renewable energy, entrepreneurship, market, laws, rights, technology (Be Knowledgeable Function); providing a platform where women can discuss, in private, issues of concern and receive remote mentorship (Talk Together and Be Together); running competitions with prizes to embed the knowledge in the rural women’s minds and functioning as a project monitoring and evaluation tool (Ready to Play Function).

This four-part report is the result of a collaboration between Dr Sammia Poveda, Research Fellow of the United Nations University Institute on Computing and Society (UNU-CS) and Eleonora Gatti, iWomen Inspiring Women App Project Lead (International Consultant) of the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) in Myanmar:

• Part 1 provides a brief introduction to the Republic of the Union of Myanmar, a historic overview of the work undertaken by the United Nations Development Programme to foster the formation of the first National Network of Rural Women in Myanmar and the literature that inspired the project and research.

• Part 2 (by Eleonora Gatti) tells the co-design development story of the iWomen App, in the form of a practical guide, which development practitioners can use as an example of how to develop educational and capacity building mobile apps and development technologies using the human-centered design methodology and the Principles for Digital Development.

• Part 3 (by Dr Sammia Poveda) is the result of an independent research study conducted in 2016-2017, in partnership with UNU-CS. This in-depth study visited five different locations and interviewed over 60 May Doe Kabar rural women, to analyse the impacts that the iWomen Project were having on improving rural women’s psychosocial wellbeing as a way to enhance their empowerment.

• Part 4 answers the question of how to inspire and inform people in developing countries to achieve the 17 Sustainable Development Goals through technology. Recommendations presented combines learning both from the two and half year journey of development and growth of the iWomen App and from the project evaluation carried out by UNU-CS.


Myanmar Context

Myanmar, formerly known as "Burma" during British Colonial times, is a diverse country in terms of its natural resources and population. The estimated population of 51.4 million consists of 135 recognized ethnic groups, speaking over 100 languages and dialects, and expressing an extremely complex web of different cultures and history. Poverty levels are still high at an estimated 26% of the population. Poverty is twice as high in rural areas where 70% of the population lives. The remote border areas, mainly populated by Myanmar's minority ethnic groups, and areas emerging from conflict are particularly poor. Access to electricity is limited to only 26% of the population and firewood is a major source of energy. The country is highly vulnerable to climate change and extreme weather events, such as the devastating Cyclone Nargis of 2008. This heightens the risks and vulnerabilities for the rural poor, and particularly women and children and other vulnerable groups, a challenge for which local communities are still unprepared.

Myanmar is currently undergoing a "triple transition": nation-building, including securing a sustainable peace with ethnic minorities; state-building, democratizing and modernizing state institutions; and economic liberalization, moving the country from a closed, command economy to an open and transparent market. This triple transition is underpinned by one of the fastest digital revolutions in the world.

Mobile phone penetration has gone from less than 13% in 2013 to over 89% in 2016 (ITU 2016a), the amount of Internet users has grown from 8% in 2013 to over 25% in 2016 (ITU 2016b) and the cost of SIM cards has dropped from over US$2,000 before 2011 to US$250 in 2013 to US$1.5 in 2015. According to a 2016 study, 83% of Myanmar households owned a mobile phone as of June 2016 vs 2% owning a tablet and 4% owning a desktop or laptop computer (Galpaya et al. 2016). On average, each Myanmar household owns 3 SIM cards and 2 phone devices. There is a geographical gap and a gender gap in terms of mobile phone usage and ownership:

80% of people living in urban areas own a personal smart phone vs 55% in rural areas;

Urban mobile phone penetration is 82% vs 74% rural phone penetration;

78% of people with a phone own a smart phone;

72% of males own a personal phone vs 52% of women.

UNDP Myanmar – From 2,000 Savings Groups to One National Network of Rural Women

UNDP has been operating in Myanmar since the 1960s. For more than four decades, it provided development assistance aimed at improving the livelihoods of rural Myanmar people and especially rural women and girls using a variety of methods, one being the creation of over 5,000 rural women saving and lending groups (hereby known in this report as Self-Reliance Groups – SRGs).

Until 2012, Myanmar lived under a military-led government. In 2011/2012, there was a change of regime to a semi-democracy. The UNDP HDI came to an end, being replaced by the 2013-2017 Country Program, developed in partnership with the newly elected Myanmar Government. The UNDP 2013-2017 Country Program set goals to support Myanmar to achieve the "triple transition": nation-building, state-building and economic liberalization to improve governance and public service delivery, with a focus on strengthening Civil Society Organizations (CSOs). As part of a UNDP mandate to strengthen CSOs, UNDP consulted with existing Self-Reliance Groups (SRGs), resulting in an ambition to establish the first National Network of Rural Myanmar Women, clustering 2,000 women groups into 31 Township Leading Groups (Township Leading Groups) of women-led regional CSOs. Rural women leaders in Myanmar are pushing the boundaries of their gender roles and responsibilities in civic life, and are facing resistance both from within their families and from others in their communities. One of the key factors that animated their discussion of forming a national network was the inspiration and strength they found through sharing common personal experiences and hearing stories of courage and success from women leaders, both within their network and beyond. Women in Myanmar are severely under-represented at all levels of public and political life in Myanmar, with emerging women leaders in rural areas in particular facing significant barriers of overcoming restrictive social norms, lack of personal confidence and lack of role models that can help them succeed in taking up new roles of participation and leadership in Myanmar’s opening democratic space. Before the October 2015 elections, 42 out of 16,789 (approx. 0.2%) ward and village tract administrators were women and and less than 3% of the regional and national Hluttaw’s membership were women. After the 2015 elections, these statistics have improved, and there are now 88 female ward and village tract administrators, many more 10 households leaders are women and 12% of the Hluttaw members are women. The 2015 UNDP report on female Village Tract Administrators highlights that key barriers for women to be appointed as village leaders and village tract administrators are the lack of other women role models, the lack of support from other women in the communities and the lack of self-confidence (Roell 2015). This is especially true in remote and isolated communities where access to telecommunication is still very limited.
Prior to the establishment of the May Doe Kabar National Network of Rural Women, the 2,000 SRGs had no communication system to interact with each other. Establishing a national network meant that individual SRGs and their leaders in 31 different townships (Township Leading Groups - TLGs) had to first understand the potential of being a part of a nationwide network.

UNDP Myanmar sought support from the Regional Bureau for Asia and the Pacific’s (RBAP) Innovations Facility to find ways in which innovation could help first connect these 2,000 SRGs groups and 31 TLGs into a network and secondly to inspire members of the SRGs and TLGs to understand the benefits and the potential of aggregating themselves into a nationwide rural women’s network registered with the Myanmar Government. To achieve this the network needed, among others, two things: 1) a communication tool that networked all 2,000 saving and lending groups together, and 2) the willingness of rural women to cooperate as a nationwide network and to work in partnership with the government. Funding from the UNDP Asia-Pacific Innovation Fund (RBAP) focused on achieving these two purposes through the iWomen Inspiring Women Project.

1.3 INSPIRATION, GENDER AND ICTS: A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Development is a contested concept. While traditionally it continues to be seen as economic growth, shaping as such policy-makers’ decisions, there are growing alternatives, which conceptualise development in more holistic ways. One such concept is “development as freedom”, proposed by 1998 Economics Nobel Prize Winner, Prof Amartya Sen. According to Sen, development is a process “that concentrates on the capabilities of people to do things - and the freedom to lead lives - that they have reason to value” (1999, p.85). This freedom to choose is both end and means to development, and considers in a “comprehensive and integrated manner ... the links between material, mental, spiritual and social well-being, or to the economic, social, political and cultural dimensions of life” (Robeyns 2003, p.8). This perspective, known as the Capabilities Approach, was adopted by UNDP and inspired the Human Development Index (HDI) and its annual reports. For this research, this conceptualization of development was used, trying to have a more holistic perspective of development. Also, due to the nature of this research, both the psychological and social aspects of the individual were considered. For this, a critical psychosocial perspective is used, which is understood as a perspective that focuses both on the bodily (social wellbeing) and emotional (psychological wellbeing) experience, and its relation with the social structures that enable and constrain them (Stenner and Taylor 2008; Taylor 2011).

Then, combining the capabilities approach with a critical psychosocial perspective allows us to see how the social structures (i.e.: social norms, policies, project interventions) interact and affect the individuals’ psychological and social wellbeing. Namely, understanding the individual and development from these perspectives will help the research part of this report, to understand what impacts the iWomen Project has had on the interviewed women of the May Doe Kabar National Network of Rural Women.

Inspiration and Development

Inspiration (from the ancient Latin “inflame, blow into”) has been interpreted as a mythical and divine force delivering creative ideas into the minds of human beings seen as passive receivers (Hart 1998). It is only relatively recently that inspiration has become the subject of a rigorous scientific research leading to a substantial body of academic work (Milyavskaya et al. 2012; Oleynick et al. 2014; most notably Thrash and Elliot 2003, 2004; Thrash et al. 2010; Thrash et al. 2014).

In the relatively new body of scientific work, characteristics, key components and transmission processes of inspiration have all been redefined as has having three core distinct characteristics (Thrash and Elliot 2003): transcendence (the individual gains an awareness of new or better possibilities), evocation/receptivity (the individual is inspired by something or someone), and approach motivation (the individual feels compelled to bring one’s new idea or vision into fruition). The inspiration process has also been redefined as having two key components (Thrash and Elliot 2004): inspiration by (being awoken to the perceived intrinsic value of a person, action, or scene); and inspiration to (motivation to actualize/take actions on the perceived inspiring qualities), bringing together the historical view of human beings as passive receivers of inspiration to that of human beings as active agents of inspiration. The way inspiration has been redefined with the following three methods: i) transmission (one, having been inspired by the qualities in an object or a person, seeks to reproduce/emulate them); ii) actualization (one, having been inspired by the qualities of a seminal idea during a moment of insight/awareness, seeks to bring the seminal idea to fruition); iii) expression (one, having been inspired by well-informed ideas, seeks to express them in their own words and actions). This same empirical scientific evidence has further demonstrated that:

- Inspiration correlates positively with intrinsic motivation, work mastery and creativity: individuals are more creative in days when they are more inspired (Thrash and Elliot 2003).

- Inspiration is directly related to goal pursuit and attainment: people who are generally more inspired also tend to set inspired goals, which are then more likely to be successfully pursued (Milyavskaya et al. 2012).

- Inspiration positively affects both emotional wellbeing and material wellbeing including positive effects on life-satisfaction, vitality and gratitude (Thrash et al. 2010).

In an article published by Harvard Business Review “Why Inspiration Matters” (2011), Professor Scott Barry Kaufman, Scientific Director of the Imagination Institute, University of Pennsylvania, presents a wealth of scientific evidence which demonstrates that inspiration bolsters psychological resources such as perceived competence, self-esteem and optimism. According to this author, inspiration is “a surprising interaction between our current knowledge and the information we receive from the world” (Kaufman 2011, np). Kaufman argues that to become personally inspired, “the best we can do is set up the optimal circumstances for inspiration” (2011, np). The human-centered design of the iWomen App used these concepts and definitions in its process, as will be detailed in Part 2.
As indicated above, the study of inspiration is a growing field, and its influence on development has not been yet analysed. However, behavioural economics is a growing science that provides evidence on how inspiration might be relevant for international development. Mullainathan and Shafir’s (2013) study of human behaviour patterns of individuals under emotional pressure due to scarcity of money, time or health, shows how the mind of a human being, instead of opening to options on how to overcome the problem, closes down, narrowing this person’s options. This process is referred to as ‘tunneling’, a mental state which prevents an individual under the pressure of scarcity from coming up with creative solutions to his/her own problems. For example, those facing financial troubles, scarcity of money, more often choose the most expensive financial service providers, leading to a worsening of their indebtedness. Mullainathan and Shafir (2013) demonstrate that emotional pressure due to scarcity reduces an individual’s IQ and this person’s personal mental capacity leading to bad decision making. Conversely, these authors state that when poor individuals do have extra resources, their performance can be dramatically lifted to create far more rational and stable behaviour, called the theory of scarcity (Mullainathan and Shafir 2013). For example, if a street vendor borrows funds at 5% every day to finance trade, that expensive form of finance can be broken through education and support from peers who can help to show how a short period of saving rather than borrowing can transform vendors profits by freeing the vendor from expensive debt systems. Then, having access to inspiration may have the same impact as having access to the extra resources mentioned above. The human-centered design of the iWomen App followed this rationality.

Gender, Women’s Empowerment and Development

Social constructs result from the interaction of the economy, society, law, politics and culture, that influences and defines how each sex is understood, and what it means to each person to be male or female within a specific society (Gregson et al. 1997; Lagarde 1996). Gender inequalities, then, are the unequal roles and relationships between genders resulting in one gender having power over another, intentionally or unintentionally (Roberts 2016a).

Development work first addressed this issue from a paternalistic view, focusing only on improving women’s lives without challenging unequal gender relations present in society. In the 70s-80s a new movement known as ‘Women in Development’ (WID) changed the focus to access, with a compelling argument that combined equality with efficiency. It was argued that opening opportunities for women would not only reduce gender inequalities but improve their development as a whole. This movement, however, disregarded the “importance of social and political structures within which women were located and acted” (Rai 2011, p.29). The critiques to WID led to another shift, which argued in favour of a change in gender relations rather than just the inclusion of women. This last movement is known as ‘Gender and Development’ (GAD).

This shift enriched the discussion, considering first hand the specific social and political contexts where individuals live. By doing so, it differentiates from interventions that address immediate needs and those that aim to change structural constraints (Molyneux 1985; Moser 1993). This movement also acknowledges women’s agency, advocating individuals should not be passive receptors of aid, but active participants of their own development (Nussbaum 2000; Sen 1992; Wilson 2011).

In 1995 at the United Nations Fourth World Conference on Women held in Beijing, it was agreed to introduce gender perspectives and attention to the goal of gender equality in all development initiatives, an activity defined as gender mainstreaming later in 1997 (UN Women 2012). In 2000, gender became a priority of the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), keeping its importance in the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). SDG 5, Achieve Gender Equality and Empower all Women and Girls, is composed of 9 targets and 14 indicators ranging from ending gender-based violence, enabling access to technology, to increased political participation (United Nations 2017). There are increasing critiques on the outcomes of gender equality initiatives. Supported by research, authors believe there has been a lack of focus on the structural causes of inequality (Bishop and Bowman 2014; Chopra and Müller 2016; Cornwall and Rivas 2015; Cornwall 2016). For Rai (2011), the GAD movement was unable to influence development planning. Quantification and measurement of women’s empowerment has been seen as one of the various causes why gender mainstreaming is currently closer to WID conceptualisations of gender equality than those of the GAD movement (Kabeer 2001; Verge and De la Fuente 2014).

According to Cornwall (2016), to effectively address the root causes of inequalities, “two vital levers are needed. The first is processes that produce shifts in consciousness. This includes overturning limiting normative beliefs and expectations that keep women locked into situations of subordination and dependency, challenging restrictive cultural and social norms and contesting the institutions of everyday life that sustain inequity. [...] The second is engagement with culturally embedded normative beliefs, understandings and ideas about gender, power and change. This takes the process of change beyond the level of the individual to address commonly held and taken for granted assumptions that undergird gendered inequalities in any particular cultural context. Changing notions of what a woman or a man should be or do, and challenging understandings of gender identities and relations can take a variety of forms” (pp. 345-6).

This perspective argues that structural constraints are both at the individual and societal level. While there are social norms and discourses that oppress women, there are also internalised belief systems that cause women to behave in ways that prejudice their own development. As mentioned above, this report conceptualises development through the combination of the capabilities approach and critical psychosocial perspective, which will allow the research analysis to reflect on both the constraining social norms and discourses, as well as the internalised structures the rural women interviewed experience.
By approaching development from this perspective, the analysis will explore how gender inequality is being, if at all, challenged and/or changed, both at the societal and the individual level.

ICT for Development

While studies have shown that Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) can be instrumental in accessing information and services, therefore improving an individual’s wellbeing, studies have also showed that individuals also report improvements on their self-esteem, self-efficacy, and confidence, among others (Breslau and Engel 2015; Cifre et al. 2004; Danielsson and Oberg 2010; Kleine 2013; Poveda 2016a; Thomée et al. 2007). These impacts indicate that ICTs can be instrumental in improving an individual's psychological wellbeing.

The use of ICTs in development initiatives is growing rapidly, encouraged by increasing ICT penetration and a reduction of costs of hardware, software and related services, such as mobile and Internet services. This tendency has been accompanied by research, with some studies that show how using these technologies bring positive impacts, while other studies present a more nuanced picture, stating ICT can bring both negative and positive impacts. Failure of technology and development projects have been caused by: not acknowledging characteristics such as age, gender, race and education level from the design of the project (Basu and Chakraborty 2011; Gunkel 2003; Kleine 2011b; Van Deursen et al. 2011; van Dijk and Hacker 2003); restricting power over design, creation and production of technologies and/or software of those who are intended to become users (Amadeu 2010; Gurumurthy 2004; Hafkin and Huyer 2008; Hilbert 2011; Spence 2010); inadequate levels of ICT skills of users (Gripenberg 2011; van Deursen and van Dijk 2011a; Walton et al. 2009); not addressing differences in individuals' preferences towards technologies (Barrantes 2007; Thomas and Wyatt 2000); unequal cognitive skills of users upon implementation of the project (Fonseca 2010; Garcia et al. 2006; Genatos and L afuente 2006; L afuente and Genatos 2006; Pischetola 2011); lack of adequate Information Technology (IT) infrastructure, hardware, software and/or connectivity is achieved (Sciadas 2003; Thomas and Wyatt 2000); among others.

Participatory design has been proposed as an alternative to overcome some of the issues mentioned above. According to Giacomini (2014), human-centered design is “based on the use of techniques which communicate, interact, empathise and stimulate the people involved, obtaining an understanding of their needs, desires and experiences which often transcends that which the people themselves actually realised. Practised in its most basic form, human-centered design leads to products, systems and services which are physically, perceptually, cognitively and emotionally intuitive” (p.609). To support the adoption of human-centered design, various methods have been developed, such as the ISO 13407 to introduce standards in the industry (Maguire 2001). For development practitioners, for instance, IDEO.org produced a step-by-step guide to implement human-centered design. This guide provides a variety of methods for the three phases encountered in IT projects: inspiration, ideation and implementation (IDEO 2015). UNDP Team used this guide as inspiration for the iWomen Inspiring Women Project. Additionally, the UNDP Team also looked at the Principles for Digital Development, which “are ‘living’ guidelines that can help development practitioners integrate established best practices into technology-enabled programs” (Digital Development Principles Working Group n.y.). How these principles and guidelines were used will be detailed in Part 2 of this report.

Finally, research related to psychological health and ICTs have focused on the impact of these new technologies on their users’ work, leisure and relationship activities (Danielsson and Öberg 2010; Thomée et al. 2007), and on the provision of e-health services such as apps providing mental health information (Breslau and Engel 2015; Cifre et al. 2004). Within the humanitarian sector, where authors argue that addressing and transforming trauma is imperative for peacebuilding (Clancy and Hamber 2008; Kalyanian and Paloutzian 2009; Zehr 2008), very few studies have been conducted to explore how ICTs can address psychosocial wellbeing (Best et al. 2011). Consequently, the aim of the iWomen App to impact the psychosocial wellbeing of the May Doe Kabar women is innovative, and the research presented below aims to contribute to the growing literature in this field.
PART 2 iWOMEN PROJECT: APP DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT AND GROWTH – A PRACTICAL GUIDE

2.1 PRACTICAL GUIDE

This section provides a description of the Human Centre Design Process used to create the iWomen Inspiring Women App. It provides details on the 14 steps involved and can be used as a practical guide to create technology for development. The section is written in manual style and addresses the reader directly.

The iWomen Project cycle has been underpinned since its inception by a combination of principles from the Human Centered Design Methodology (IDEO 2015) and by the Principles for Digital Development (Digital Development Principles Working Group n.y.). The iWomen Project aims to solve the problem whereby rural women in developing countries are given access to positive behavioural change content, which is currently unavailable for them, to foster their social standing and economic empowerment.

The iWomen Project uses as its main tool the iWomen Inspiring Women App: a free mobile phone application which seeks to inspire, foster self-belief, and channel peer support for rural Myanmar women to become leaders in their communities. The iWomen App aims to become the heart of a peer support structure connecting 20,000 women from 2,000 saving groups across Myanmar.

iWomen app original concept of sharing inspiring stories in the form of personal letters written by high profile women to women and young women in developing countries to inspire them to become leaders in their communities came from British Charity Great Women Speak Out! The iWomen App original concept was also shaped by the Geena Davis Institute on Gender in the Media Campaign “If She can see it, She can be it”. Both initiatives are centred around the concept of using human interest stories and personal narratives to increase self-confidence and self-belief and open-up women’s minds to new options for their lives.

The following 14 design principles were used as a co-design collaboration process (see Box 1), which took place over a series of workshops, attended by rural Myanmar women, young Myanmar “techies” and UNDP development innovators. The human-centered design (HCD) methodology allows development actors to work directly with their users so that ‘users fully grasp your ideas and you fully grasp their needs’. The IDEO Human-Centered Design Toolkit and The Principles for Digital Development were used as guiding principles to co-design and co-develop the iWomen App with the rural Myanmar women.

**Box 1: Design Principles**

1. Design something your users want
2. Fail fast - Seed funding for rapid prototyping
3. Make your tech innovation fun
4. Work with Individuals Committed to Your Cause!
5. Design for Scale
6. Think Out Loud
7. Have a Network of Users who become your champions
8. Engage local Youth
9. Tackle low level of ICT Literacy creatively
10. Use open source and open data as much as possible
11. Systems and Sustainability plan as you grow
12. Keeping a constant stream of content and growing it organically
13. Growing a passionate and committed user-base
14. Finding creative solutions to the technical challenges

Design Principle 1: Design Something Your Users Want

Whatever technology the iWomen Project Team was to use, to achieve their goal of uniting 2,000 saving groups into one National Rural Women's Network it had to be something the rural women of Myanmar wanted and were capable of using. A human-centered Design Workshop was convened in June 2015 with 14 rural women leaders, 10 young Myanmar “techies” and UNDP development innovators to find innovative ways of establishing the best peer support and communication system for the nascent May Doe Kabar National Network of Rural Women. This workshop was key for validating project assumptions and designing the project theory of change (see Box 1). To ensure the goal of building technology that the user actually wants, the human-centered design process always begins with a challenge statement. The following challenge statement was developed by May Doe Kabar rural women leaders:

How to establish the best support and communication system for rural women members of May Doe Kabar National Network of Rural Women to enable them to overcome their physical and emotional isolation and to build enough self-confidence, vision and courage to become capable and well-respected leaders within the community?

A brainstorm session that allowed women to express all their ideas was held. May Doe Kabar rural women were fully allowed to express themselves, sharing every idea possible they had to meet the challenge statement. The freedom to suggest any idea at all during this open thinking process is designed to liberate the participant to be free and open in their thinking and their creativity. It took a small amount of time for the rural women to grasp for real that their ideas would be incorporated into the final design of what was to come out of this process. Once it was fully understood by the rural women participants that their ideas would definitely be in the final design, a joyful enthusiasm arose creating a sense of unity amongst all participants in the co-design process. It became evident that the participatory design process of human-centered design was achieving its goal of giving rural women the opportunity to express what it is they wanted for their new proposed rural women’s network.

Through a sequenced series of steps, all ideas which arose from the brainstorm were gradually prioritised and distilled into four workable solutions: a Community Radio, a May Doe Kabar Magazine, a mobile application and an annual fair. At the end of the workshop, out of the many ideas put forward, a vote was taken amongst May Doe Kabar rural women, resulting in an agreement that the best tool to unite the rural women into the nascent network of future leaders, and to support them to become well-respected leaders in their communities, would be for May Doe Kabar to have their own mobile phone application. Box 2 provided an overview of the Theory of Change of the iWomen App Project including the project’s assumptions (Grimaldi and Gatti, 2017)
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**Box 2: iWomen App Project Theory of Change**

Sustainable Development Goal #5 “Gender Equality”, through its nine targets, recognizes that women’s inequality is grounded in structural forces and institutions, both public and private, characterized by deeply embedded power inequalities and discriminatory social norms which cut across economic, social, and political arenas. iWomen project can be positioned under target 5.b “Enhance the use of enabling technology, in particular information and communications technology, to promote the empowerment of women”.

The iWomen project address the root causes of gender inequality in the specific context of intervention using a Gender transformative approach (GTA): it creates opportunities for individuals to actively challenge gender norms, promote positions of social and political influence for women in communities, and address power inequities between persons of different genders. iWomen project creates an enabling environment for gender transformation by going beyond just including women as participants, using innovative solutions.

### Empower women through the use of enabling technology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IMPACT</th>
<th>LONG TERM</th>
<th>TARGETED OUTCOME</th>
<th>EARLY OUTCOME</th>
<th>IMPACT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To model and promote innovations in civic engagement, inclusion and empowerment of rural women in Myanmar from grassroots up</td>
<td>To promote the role and leadership skills of rural women in public sectors and to promote their voices in law-making and peace-building processes</td>
<td>To enable rural women from May Doe Kabar Network to overcome their physical and emotional isolation and to build enough self-confidence, vision and courage to become capable and well-respected leaders within the community</td>
<td>To establish the best support and communication system for rural women member of May Doe Kabar Network</td>
<td>Foster and deliver inspiration through personal stories from both Myanmar and international women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Channel peer-support and mentoring using confidence-building games and a peer-to-peer sharing platform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Provide educational and reference resources on legal rights and violence against women, as well as skills such as leadership and mobile/information literacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Build linkages with national and international organizations to mobilise resources for the sustainability of the Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Professionalise “self-reliant common fund model”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Three key assumptions underpin the iWomen Project Theory of Change:

1. Rapidly growing mobile phone penetration in Myanmar, including in rural areas (see section 1.2)
2. Inspiration matters: proven scientific evidence that exposure to inspiration positively affects emotional well-being, work mastery and creativity (see section 1.3)
3. ICT for Development: evidence that ICT can contribute to improve individuals self-esteem, self-efficacy, and confidence (see section 1.3)
Design Principle 2: Fail Fast - Seed Funding for Rapid Prototyping

The app development community and the innovation community, which stem out of Silicon Valley, has brilliant tried and tested, tech development techniques, one of which is 'Fail Fast – Rapid Prototype Development.' This means test your concepts as quickly as possible using prototyping so as to find out, with as little funding as necessary, whether the ideas you have will work in reality. This is the principle we have followed with the iWomen App development to see whether an app would work for May Doe Kabar rural women.

UNDP Myanmar sought support from the UNDP Asia-Pacific Innovation Fund (UNDP 2016) to support the May Doe Kabar National Network of Rural Women. The initial innovation grant of US$25,000 was to fund the development of a technological prototype during a ten-week period. It is important to note that in 2015, very few rural women in Myanmar had access to a mobile phone and that very few of the women we spoke with had used a mobile app before.

- Co-designing of the first app wireframe: a series of simple drawings that anticipated what the key functions of the app would be. [Week 1]

- Development of the offline prototype: digitalization of the paper wireframe into a very simple digital mock-up of how the app would look like. [Weeks 2 and 3]

- Development of the User Interface Design and App Brand: co-development of a colour scheme, motto, name and logo for the app. [Weeks 2 and 3]

- Development of the online prototype: the agreed basic functions and user interface of the mock-up of the app were then coded into an online working beta version of the app. [Weeks 4, 5, 6]

- Continuous refinement of the app prototype based on users' testing and feedback [Weeks 7, 8, 9, 10]

In each round of testing, May Doe Kabar rural women members were asked to rate the functions on the app they like the best, the functions they felt were of most use to the network and the functions they felt were providing no additional value. Women members of the testing group reported a high level of satisfaction, saying they very much enjoyed being given the responsibility of naming functions in the app, developing the app motto, putting forward suggestions for content as well as the fun and camaraderie of drawing stickers and avatars. Women unanimously reported that the HCD approach made them feel respected. After each round of testing, the app developers modified the different functions of the app based on the women’s feedback.

At the end of the testing process it become apparent that the rural women easily had capacity to work with mobile applications. The testing process proved to be a great success. Both the rural women leaders who took part in the testing process and the project team were excited to take the project to full development. Design Principle 2 'Fail Fast' had provided empirical proof that the technology being designed was a technology that the users wanted. With the seed-funding for the prototype having received positive feedback from the rural women users and from the UNDP Innovation Fund, UNDP agreed to fund a subsequent twenty-week development of the iWomen App and embed it in the Civil Society and Media Programme as the iWomen App Project: the first UNDP tech innovation project in Myanmar.
Design Principle 3: Make Your Tech Innovation Fun

Amongst the tech community of Silicon Valley and other world tech hubs, fun is not seen as a frivolous addition to technology but as a shrewd and essential component of user engagement. May Doe Kabar rural women were enthusiastic with Design Principle 3 ‘Make your tech innovation fun’, saying that introducing an element of fun would make the app accessible for rural women with a low level of ICT literacy and would increase future levels of users’ retention and engagement. Although the mission of the iWomen App to unite 2,000 rural women saving groups into the first National Network of Rural Women and to develop their capacities to become confident and respected leaders is deeply serious, the component of fun as an essential design feature proved to be one of the most important success factors that took the iWomen App from prototype to funded development stage.

An emergent community of young Myanmar cartoonists, award winning Myanmar Facebook sticker designers ‘Joosk’, was selected to work with May Doe Kabar rural women to co-design app stickers and characters, for use as part of the design communication strategy for the iWomen App. Young urban cartoonists and rural women leaders sketched together characters and taglines for all the stickers and avatars. Two cartoon series came out of this collaboration, in which each cartoon makes fun of a Myanmar stereotype or mindset whilst delivering an empowering message through the taglines. The second cartoon series specifically focuses on challenging cultural norms around gender-based violence. The cartoon series were deemed useful communication tools by May Doe Kabar rural women to promote the app among other rural women.

Figure 5: iWomen App Stickers Development by Joosk

Figure 6: iWomen App sticker showing women can confidently speak in public

Figure 7: iWomen App stickers saying “Anything can be achieved”

Figure 8: iWomen App sticker saying “Respect [to the women]”

Figure 9: iWomen App sticker saying “Unity is strength”
Design Principle 4: Work With Individuals Committed to Your Cause!

The iWomen App is developed to inspire, connect and mentor Myanmar women. It is common for international organizations to outsource the development of tech platforms such as mobile apps. In the iWomen App case, a very clear decision was taken to only be working with passionate and committed Myanmar tech women and local talents. The entire development of the app shows in practice that local young talent given the right resources can contribute greatly to development goals in their own country. Keeping the iWomen App 'in house' as a development project has given the team great flexibility to shape the app through an ongoing dialogue with the rural users. The philosophy, at all stages of the development of the iWomen App, is for women to inspire each other.

Rural Myanmar women working hand in hand with young Myanmar tech women is a direct example of women being an inspiration to each other. The close working relationship between young tech women and rural women led to an increased sense of project ownership and technology buy-in from the end users.

We wanted to achieve two things: 1) I wanted young women 'techies' to be able to showcase their coding talent on a high-profile project and 2) we wanted the rural women of Myanmar to see that young Myanmar women were capable and talented enough to design and code a mobile app from scratch. (UNDP Team)

Figure 10: Nyo Nyo San (Secretary of May Doe Kabar Network)

Rural Women Let's Keep Working Together Without Feeling Small

To be able to lead a peaceful life all the human beings need to be treated without discrimination, they should be treated equally. We should be able to share our ideas and exchange our views. We should not have jealousy and should treat others with empathy. If we can achieve this, there will be no abuses, violence, killing and insults. But we are now facing wars, conflicts, violence and abuses.

On the other side of the story, we also have opportunities to overcome the challenges we face as women and those of our children. I benefit from UNDP trainings and now I can lead and support the women in my township, and I can inspire my family. Thanks to UNDP, my life has completely changed.

Another thing which has changed my way of thinking and developed my capacity is the mobile app for rural women, iWomen inspiring Women App. Whenever I feel depressed and want to give up, I always read "Be inspired" section. After reading it, I feel inspired and can overcome the problems and difficulties.

As long as I live, I will always get up again and again whenever I will fall down. I will never give up. I can proudly say that I have become this kind of person. We are human beings, so we don't need to feel small and downhearted.

Moreover, we have this iWomen App to let the world know us. We have technology in our hands now. We can share information and have opportunities to support the survivors of violence. We come to know how to establish linkages and networks which can support us. As rural women are also humans among other humans living in this world, let's help each other to overcome challenges and work together for a brighter future without feeling small.

Nyo Nyo San
Design Principle 5: Design for Scale

One of the main barriers of building apps and civic tech innovation in Myanmar is to build for scale. Building for scale in Myanmar means ensuring accessibility for ethnic population whose mother tongue is not Myanmar. At the time of writing this report, the authors are not aware of any mobile app with content made available in ethnic languages. While Myanmar is the official language and the most spoken, according to the Myanmar Information Management Unit (2016), there are 34 main spoken languages in Myanmar, from 6 different language families. Additionally, there are two different fonts for the Myanmar language and countless more for the other languages some of which include the Myanmar alphabet and some of which include roman characters. Designing an app for scale in Myanmar means to start with a design which will allow several languages and several fonts to be included. The iWomen App was built to allow a multi-language wireframe and multi-language content. A selection of top-rated content by the users is currently being translated into two ethnic languages. Building for scale is also synonymous of building to scale technology impact.

The iWomen App has been built to achieve and scale impact in the following areas:

1. Connecting rural women to modern technology and innovation by closing the gender gap in phone ownership and increasing mobile phone literacy in Myanmar;
2. Enhancing social recognition of rural women by building access to inspirational and educational content;
3. Rural women influencing evidence based policy making through quantitative and qualitative data crowd-sourced via the app. The following paragraphs highlight how iWomen App impact has been scaled up through the use of volunteers, content partnerships and innovative trainings.

34 main spoken languages in Myanmar

6 different language families

2 types of font for Myanmar script

Figure 11: Map of Myanmar showing geographical distribution of May Doe Kabar groups (TLGs)
Design Principle 6: Think Out Loud
The principle of ‘Thinking Out Loud’ is to share and test your ideas across a variety of communities. A series of inspiring and innovative events were designed to promote the app and to source the very best of contributors. Instead of calling them workshops the team decided to call them ‘think shops’ following the Design Principle 6 ‘Think out loud’. The iWomen Think Shops discussed the following questions: i) how can we make the best of inspiration and peer to peer mentoring as tools for empowering people?; and ii) how can we use the best of innovative tech solutions to empower rural women? Thanks to these events, the project team made connections with INGOs, NGOs, media and independent groups using inspiration and micro-narratives in their projects. The iWomen Think Shops were a great success in two main ways: 1) the events gathered support from potential partners with good will; and 2) the events helped the project team to think out loud in public by creating awareness about the iWomen App amongst the tech and NGO community in Myanmar. Additionally, during the development of the app, UNDP Myanmar received guidance from UNDP China, one of the 2014 UNDP Asia-Pacific Innovation Fund Winners (UNDP 2017), which had also developed a mobile application.
Key suggestions given by UNDP China were for the iWomen Project Team to: a) be fully involved in the development of the app by closely monitoring and recording every step; b) film crucial steps during the development of the app; and c) develop an audio function to allow less literate women to engage with the app. The iWomen Project Team incorporated all three of UNDP China’s suggestions. To document the development of the iWomen Project, a blog series has been published regularly on the UNDP website, an iWomen App journey diary was kept by the Project Lead and a Channel News Asia documentary on the iWomen App and May Doe Kabar National Network of Rural Women was produced. Further thinking out loud strategies included several media articles in regional and national newspapers. To enable less literate women greater accessibility to the content, an audio function was built into the app. The iWomen Project Team was thinking out loud!

Figure 12: Husbands of May Doe Kabar members write messages of support to Myanmar women leaders

*Blog Series:
http://www.mm.undp.org/content/kyrgyzstan/en/home/ourperspective/ourperspectivearticles/2015/08/17/i-women-inspiring-women-app-at-the-foot-of-zwegabin-mountain.html;
http://www.mm.undp.org/content/kyrgyzstan/en/home/ourperspective/ourperspectivearticles/2015/10/14/i-women-inspiring-women-application-journey-yangon-tech-girls-meets-rural-kyaklat-women.html;
http://www.asia-pacific.undp.org/content/trap/en/blog/2017/3/1/be-tech--be-innovative--be-bold.html;
Design Principle 7: Have a Network of Users Who Become Your Champions

Most tech innovations start with a very small team and with limited funding. This was the case for the iWomen Project which started with a US$25,000 innovation grant and with a team of three people. During the development of the app the team focused on building the strongest possible network of users’ champions. The iWomen App co-development process with rural women members of May Doe Kabar National Network of Rural Women meant that a strong sense of ownership and buy-in from the technology end users had been built in since the start. The timeline below summarizes the frequency of interactions between the iWomen App team and rural women users who eventually became the app’s strongest champions and supporters.
Design Principle 8: Engage Local Youth

The iWomen Project Team engagement with youth became a far greater success than any project team member could have predicted. What happened was that youth engagement with the iWomen Project grew exponentially, becoming an unexpected key success factor for the project. After only three months of project implementation, it became clear that a team of four people could not keep up with the fast pace of rapid app prototyping. The iWomen Team needed extra help in the form of tech volunteers. The iWomen Team reached out to Yangon university students from the Computer Science and the Engineering Faculties. Thirty university students were invited to the three-day May Doe Kabar National Network of Rural Women’s Convention, to share the iWomen application with 300 rural women delegates, to carry out phone debugging and to run games on the app. In less than two months following the initial convention, the iWomen App gathered interest amongst university students who saw an opportunity to deploy their tech skills and to travel for the first time in their life to remote areas of the country, whilst gaining precious work experience for an international organization.

In December 2015, only a few hundred rural women in Myanmar knew about the iWomen App and only a handful of young students had volunteered their time to teach mobile skills and the iWomen App to May Doe Kabar rural women. By December 2016, the iWomen volunteers network had expanded to more than 200 youths who were travelling across the country to train rural women on ICT literacy, on how to install, use and share the iWomen App and become iWomen App Champions. 2016 and 2017 saw the flourishing of a significant base of iWomen Champions both in rural and urban areas. The iWomen volunteers network has trained 5,500 rural women on mobile technology and has accumulated in excess of 25,000 volunteers’ hours. By December 2017, the iWomen App has reached 10,507 rural women and 989 volunteers.

Testimonial of iWomen App Volunteer

“At first I was interested to volunteer to the iWomen project because it was a UNDP project. Whilst volunteering time to this project traveling to remote areas delivering ICT trainings to rural women my self-confidence improved, my presentation skills got better as well as my translation skills and my project management skills.

Thanks to the experience gained through this project, whenever I have to speak in public I am no longer nervous.

Thanks to the numerous interactions with other young volunteers and rural women my social skills are getting better and better.”

Design Principle 9: Tackle Low Level of ICT Literacy Creatively

It is important to communicate with technology users in a way that they have the capacity to understand. The iWomen Project Team, iWomen volunteers and leaders from May Doe Kabar, co-authored a series of engaging and transformative mindset role plays to make technology more accessible by rural women who were using a smartphone for the first time. These role plays were designed to introduce new concepts of law, self-respect, entrepreneurship, economic empowerment and women leadership. Each role play typically takes a common problem for rural Myanmar women and through the dialogues offers a new way of solving it by using technology, by using information, inspiration and contacts from the iWomen App.

The role plays were first piloted in June 2016 and since then over 500 role plays have been written and performed by rural women and the iWomen Team/volunteers. After a role play, a typical training day includes an experience sharing by a rural woman tech champion, a technical session by an iWomen volunteer and then a live quiz to stimulate the usage of the app with small prize incentives. The use of role plays and interactive quizzes has stimulated over time May Doe Kabar members' leadership skills, as they have taken increasing responsibility in writing their own role plays, identifying pressing social problems and highlighting through the dialogues how May Doe Kabar members can leverage the network’s strengths and use new technologies, such as iWomen App, for finding common solutions. The reason why the role play format was chosen and proved to be successful in tackling a low level of ICT literacy is because role plays drama "pienzagar" (ပြန်လမ်း) is already a very traditional popular format in Myanmar culture.
Design Principle 10: Use Open Source and Open Data As Much Possible

During the technical development of the iWomen App, Myanmar app developers contributed to the coding of the app via the GitHub Platform. GitHub Platform is an open repository of open-source software projects. As of April 2017, GitHub reported having almost 20 million users and 57 million repositories, making it the largest host of source code in the world\(^7\). Once the iWomen App code had been uploaded on GitHub, the all-female developer iWomen App Project Team had the possibility to seek help on how to improve functionality of the app and how to fix app bugs from fellow national and international coders. The May Doe Kabar Network welcomes further contributions from international coders to strengthen the iWomen App code so that the app can be used by development actors in other parts of the world.

\(^7\) GitHub platform can be accessed at: https://github.com
Design Principle 11: Systems and Sustainability Plan as You Grow

The iWomen Team has devoted time and resources to build streamlined internal systems to manage the iWomen Inspiring Women App. An online content management system and a technical development tracking tool have been developed and hosted online via a shared file hosting service platform. Standardized templates to streamline content development and upload across all iWomen App functions have been developed and shared with all content partners. These internal systems are currently being transferred to May Doe Kabar IT focal points during a series of Back-End Management trainings aimed at increasing local ownership of the iWomen App. During the development of the app, the team has tested ways to develop a line of income generating services for the May Doe Kabar Network whereby development partners can use the app to carry out surveys and monitoring and evaluation activities, collecting both qualitative and quantitative data (see Design Principle 12).

2.2 iWOMEN APP FUNCTIONS AND CONTENT

Section 2.1 above has taken the reader through eleven of the steps of the project design cycle, presenting how the iWomen Project Team and May Doe Kabar rural women worked together to shape their challenge and ideate their technology solution. This section shows in further detail how the human-centered design process shaped the functionality and the content of the iWomen App, by walking the reader through the last three steps of the project design cycle (Design Principles 12, 13 and 14).

iWomen Inspiring Women App has at its core a sequenced approach aimed at first capturing rural women’s attention by sharing human interest personal stories written by women across the world, with the aim of creating “teachable moments” in the busy minds of rural women (Be Inspired). Second, giving knowledge to help rural women with their lives on topics such as renewable energy, entrepreneurship, market, laws, rights, technology (Be Knowledgeable). Third, creating a space where rural women can talk to one another sharing their experiences, asking each other questions (Talk Together). Fourth, running competitions with prizes to embed the knowledge in the rural women’s minds and to be used as a project monitoring and evaluation tool to gauge users’ comprehension so that users keep logging (Ready to Play) (UNDP 2017).

The initial challenge set out during the first human-centered design workshop in July 2015 was:

*How to establish the best support and communication system for rural women members of May Doe Kabar National Rural Women Network to enable them to overcome their physical and emotional isolation and to build enough self-confidence, vision and courage to become capable and well-respected leaders within the community?*

The following represents a summary of iWomen Team conversations with the rural women of May Doe Kabar during the co-design process. The following are not direct quotes.

**BE INSPIRED**

*iWomen Team asked: What would be the most useful and exciting content to put on the app so you can improve your own lives and become great village leaders?*

*May Doe Kabar rural women said: There has never been a woman village leader in our area. None of us have ever met a woman village track administrator before. Tell us stories of how other women have achieved success in their lives.*

Together we created the **Be Inspired** function, a collection of real personal stories of women’s success in life.

**BE KNOWLEDGEABLE:**

*iWomen Team asked: What is the best way to share with you information which can help you with your business, your health and your family?*

*May Doe Kabar rural women said: Give us information we can read at home when we have no phone connection and that we can keep like a library. We would like to receive lessons on how to tackle gender-based violence, land legislation, nutrition, how to use the latest technologies, commodity prices, food preservation and business ideas.*

Together we created the **Be Knowledgeable** function, an online library that consists of a list of relevant topics, each topic comprising of a series of short accessible lessons that can be downloaded and read offline.
BE TOGETHER AND TALK TOGETHER

iWomen Team asked: How can we create an atmosphere of women working together across the country as one network supporting each other?

May Doe Kabar rural women said: We would like to see where all the other network groups are based. We would like to share our ideas for business and leadership with other groups within the network.

Together we created two functions: Be together, a function that shows a map with all the May Doe Kabar offices. When an iWomen user clicks on a group in the map, a new page with contact details and names of members appears. We created Talk Together, a function where iWomen users have a discussion platform of their own to share their experience, ideas and where they now trade with each other.

READY TO PLAY

iWomen Team asked: What do you need to make iWomen App popular in your village?

May Doe Kabar rural women said: We need to give rural women an incentive to keep reading the content of the app. People here in rural areas have difficult lives and many pressures. We want to learn and have fun at the same time.

Together we created Ready to Play, a function of competitions to test rural women’s understanding of iWomen content and give the users a chance to win a prize.

SISTER APPS

iWomen Team asked: Is there any other function that you think would be useful?

May Doe Kabar rural women said: Yes, we would like many other things in the app: weather information, national news, regional news, English lessons, Myanmar-English dictionary, agricultural input prices, make-up lessons, hairdressing tips, recipes and much more.

Together we created Sister Apps, a function that consists of a list of already existing useful apps within Myanmar that rural women can download and use for their lives.

iWomen App had reached the end of its initial design phase, from conception through the 11 steps of the design principles process and having formulated app functionality and content. The app was publicly launched on March 8th 2016 in Naypyitaw, Myanmar’s capital, during an event hosted by the Department of Social Welfare and the United Nations to celebrate the International Women’s Day. The iWomen App was showcased to over 200 government staff, international and national development partners. On the same day, the app was launched for android on the Google Play Store, where it can be downloaded and used in dual language (English and Myanmar) anywhere in the world.

Now that the app had been launched, the project team focused on designing the rhythm and pace of publishing content (Design Principle 12), on building partnerships to grow the user base (Design Principle 13) and to finding creative solutions to technical and implementation challenges (Design Principle 14).

Figure 17: Menu of iWomen App
Design Principle 12: Keeping a Constant Stream of Content and Growing It Organically

Implementing Design Principle 12 ‘Maintaining a constant stream of content and growing it organically’ has been without a doubt one of the most difficult parts of the iWomen Project. Most educational mobile phone applications developed by development organizations usually provide static content which rarely gets updated and provide very little functionality for users’ interaction. The iWomen Team decided to take example from commercial mobile phone applications which update their content extremely frequently and allow for high user engagement throughout their functions. The team, through its constant and far reaching content sourcing strategy and its creative call for content from the users, had established a mobile app with a multi-thematic sequenced content methodology and a direct two-way communication with its rural women users.

Setting a topic of the month rhythm

Using the human-centered design principle of co-design, the iWomen Team and May Doe Kabar rural women drew up a list of topics to be published on the iWomen App, prioritising the publication of topics according to May Doe Kabar rural women’s assessment on what would be most useful for their members. It was agreed that one topic per month would be published with an inspiring life story uploaded to the Be Inspired function, and a series of short lessons related topic of the month uploaded to the Be Knowledgeable function. Discussion on the monthly topic would be then encouraged across the Talk Together function of the iWomen App. A recognisable and familiar rhythm of ‘topic of the month’ had been established.

Having one topic per month also gave the iWomen Team and May Doe Kabar time to test whether the iWomen App users were absorbing both the inspiration from the monthly topic and understanding the lessons uploaded to the Be Knowledgeable function. The iWomen Team tested the use of the Be Inspired and Be Knowledgeable function by running a monthly game on the Ready to Play function where women users could win prizes by answering questions on the topic of the month. The commercial technique of using prizes turned out to be a cost-effective addition for assessing rural women’s use of the app. The Ready to Play function became a means through which to engage with the rural women app users in the three following ways:

(a) allowing users to send their content to be published on the Be Inspired function;
(b) testing users’ comprehension and engagement with the topic of the month;
(c) it being a qualitative and quantitative research tool to gather data from the users.

Sticking closely to publishing one topic per month gave the iWomen App a character similar to that of a women’s monthly magazine, a medium familiar to May Doe Kabar rural women.

A two-way communication system

iWomen App monthly topics include: “No More Violence Against Women”, “Technology is empowering women across the world”, “How to manage your money wisely”, and “Gender equality is on us”. The monthly game, featured as part of the Ready to Play function, evolved quickly into a two-way interactive space where the iWomen Project Team could ask iWomen users to contribute either in a light-hearted way or in much more deep and meaningful ways. For example, during the month of “No More Violence Against Women”, a call for essays and poems on gender equality asked the rural women users to submit a written contribution on what gender equality meant to them and what were the three practical steps rural women would take to improve gender equality in their villages. A principle of May Doe Kabar rural women contributing content to the app had been established. Further examples of content contribution from May Doe Kabar rural women included women’s written responses in the form of poems, essays and life stories to the following questions ‘how would you like to be remembered by your fellow villagers in 50 years’ time?’, and “what is the biggest achievements of your May Doe Kabar office?”. At the time of publishing this report, over 600 poems and essays had been received by the project team. It became apparent to the iWomen Team, through feedback from the May Doe Kabar rural women that they not only wanted to read inspiring stories from famous women and other leaders, but they wanted their own stories published alongside the other stories in the Be Inspired function. Women were gaining self-confidence through seeing their own work being published on the iWomen App, next to the life story of a Nobel Peace Prize winner or that of a world-famous scientist.

Ready to Play established in the minds of May Doe Kabar rural women as their interactive tool for expressing their opinion. It became routine for Ready to Play to be used as the means to survey May Doe Kabar rural women’s views. For example, it was used to pilot ‘digital advocacy’ initiatives on Gender Based Violence and Safe Migration. During the International UN Campaign 16 Days of Activism to End Gender Based Violence, the iWomen App was used to carry out a Gender Based Violence survey designed by the UN Gender Theme Group in cooperation with leaders of the May Doe Kabar National Network of Rural Women and UNDP. The survey aimed at collecting data on the frequency, types and characteristics of the most common gender-based violence faced by rural women in Myanmar. Results have been presented to the Myanmar Department of Social Welfare, the focal point for the drafting of the Protection and Prevention of Violence against Women Bill.
Setting up content collaborations
To secure a constant stream of content for the app, over 20 content collaborations with several national and international organizations were fostered and developed during 2016 and 2017. In-country content, collaborators such as Akhaya Women NGO, UNFPA Myanmar and Gender Equality Network, have been contributing inspiring stories, short lessons and quiz questions on gender-based violence, women’s rights and gender equality. Other international collaborators such as PACT NGO, have been contributing weekly commodity prices and successful stories of women’s saving and lending groups, to inspire May Doe Kabar rural women members. The iWomen Team also secured content collaborations with national media such as NOW Magazine, which has been sharing their monthly feature on inspiring Myanmar women on the iWomen App. Keeping the stream of content constant, interesting and relevant for the users has been, at times, challenging due to the lack of high-quality educational material available in the local language. The iWomen Team discovered that the famous TED Ideas Worth Spreading platform through its global network of volunteer translators has started to translate TED talks into the Myanmar language. The transcripts of relevant TED talks for rural Myanmar women have been uploaded on the iWomen App, providing a solid national vs international content balance.

Design Principle 13: Growing a Passionate and Committed User-Base
The target beneficiaries group for the iWomen App was initially 20,000 rural women with a mission to unite them into the first national network of rural women. With the technology platform now established and the publishing rhythm and content being established, it was clear to the project team that to ensure sustainability, a plan to scale up the user base to women outside of the network would be the most efficient way to both make the app financially viable in the long term, and expand the psychosocial benefit of using the app to a far larger community of women in Myanmar. The iWomen Project Team contacted existing, established, rural women networks and NGOs, forging several partnerships with like-minded organizations working with rural women in Myanmar. Such partnerships allowed both sides to share skills, resources and expertise to a far greater number of rural women. The iWomen Team and iWomen volunteers have provided technical training to over 300 NGOs’ staff on how to implement fun and entertaining tech training and on how to engage rural women in mobile technology.

Figure 18: iWomen Topic of the month on Gender Based Violence

---

8 http://www.akhaya.org
9 http://myanmar.unfpa.org
10 http://www.genmyanmar.org
Design Principle 14: Finding Creative Solutions to the Technical Challenges

It is important to embrace the principle that unexpected challenges will arise during the project and that creativity can transform challenges into opportunities. This section sheds light on key technical and implementation challenges which emerged during the iWomen Project and how the iWomen Team tackled them in the most creative way possible.

1. Limited Internet connectivity in remote areas, especially in the states of Chin, Kachin, Shan and Rakhine

The iWomen App has been developed to have a build-in functionality which allows for Be Inspired and Be Knowledgeable content to be read offline once it has been downloaded. The team is also developing a sharing system where users can share amongst each other downloaded content so that it is enough for only one user to connect to the Internet and download the content. This will also enable users to save Internet data. It is important to note that the iWomen Team noticed that rural women groups, living in the most remote areas, are very often the most willing to get access to a connecting technology, such as the iWomen App. The team heard reports of Chin women climbing up hills in order to get a strong enough Internet signal to download iWomen App content.

2. iWomen rural women users are not all well-versed in Myanmar language

The iWomen App has been developed to have a build-in functionality which allows for the user interface and the content of the app to be uploaded in more than one language. Users can easily switch between languages in the settings of the iWomen App. A portion of Be Inspired and Be Knowledgeable content is currently being translated in two ethnic languages as requested by users in Chin and Kachin State. This content will be available on the iWomen App towards the end of 2017.

3. Low-level of literacy

Thanks to the help of iWomen volunteers, audio versions for Be Knowledgeable and Be Inspired content is being made available in the app to increase content accessibility. In addition, a "record your voice" function has been developed which enables the user to submit their audio comment/stories.

4. Dual Myanmar font systems

In Myanmar, there is a dual digital font system (Zawgyi and Unicode systems). The iWomen App has been developed to have a build-in functionality which allows for all the app content to be visualised in both fonts, to maximise users’ reach.

5. High incidence of low quality cloned smartphones in rural Myanmar areas

The iWomen Team quickly realised that one of the key barriers to users' expansion was the high incidence of low quality cloned smartphones bought by rural Myanmar women in the local markets. Cloned smartphones are usually cheaper than branded smartphones. Cloned smartphones have a very basic level of functionality like most keypad phones and are not compatible with most mobile apps, including the iWomen App. To tackle this challenge, the iWomen Team facilitated a commercial deal between May Doe Kabar National Network of Rural Women and Samsung, to provide rural women members of May Doe Kabar with a six-month phone instalment plan which enables them to buy a high quality branded smartphone in an affordable way. The phone instalment plan tackled at the same time the high prevalence of cloned phones as well as lack of female phone ownership.

6. Lack of familiarity with Google Play Store

The digital tech revolution in Myanmar is still too young for people in rural areas to know that there is an online store called Google Play store, where new android mobile apps can be bought or downloaded. Cloned smartphones from China, abundant in rural areas, do not allow for Google Play store to be installed due to Google being banned in non-routed phone handsets. The iWomen App, like all the other apps in Myanmar, has been mostly shared phone-to-phone using a popular Myanmar sharing App called Zapya. Phone-to-phone sharing is incredibly effective to create quality users vs quantity of users, however it has slowed the expansion of the users base significantly. Last but not least, The iWomen Team and iWomen volunteers have been managing an iWomen hotline, where iWomen users can phone in and get remote help in solving technical challenges.

7. Lack of Internet data and lack of electricity

Most of the households in rural Myanmar are still poor and not connected to the grid. Mobile phones are not topped up frequently and are not recharged daily. The iWomen Team ran several online and offline prizes quizzes and competitions using the Ready to Play function. The iWomen Team and May Doe Kabar rural women drew up a list of prizes which would incentivize users to keep using the app. Mobile phone power banks and top-up cards became the most sought after prizes.
Strength
Though we are miles apart
All start a journey with the same heart
Thet Thet Win

Figure 19: Poem submitted in the iWomen poetry competition by Thet Thet Win
This report challenges the reader to reflect on how to enable behavioural change - does development need a structured approach to inspiration?

The fourteen steps of the human-centered design described above demonstrate that for development actors to meaningfully contribute to behavioural change at individual or community level, project beneficiaries themselves need to be an equal partner in designing the structure that will enable their behavioural change (See Box 4 and 5). Structure, means, how the technology platform is designed, how the technology platform is organized in a way appropriate to the users, how the content is sourced, how the content is sequenced and how at all stages an underlining strategic approach to use the very best of available methods to capture the users’ imagination are used. The iWomen App platform, and in particular its sequenced content and capacity building methodology (inspiration, education, peer-to-peer sharing, prized competitions to foster users’ engagement and learning), demonstrates that designing a structured way through which inspiration becomes an essential component of the development intervention itself is possible and it has meaningful impacts on the beneficiaries. Development actors, with the iWomen platform, have a structural technology tool to use as a way to share inspiration and information to induce positive behavioural change. The May Doe Kabar Network welcomes further contributions from international coders to strengthen the iWomen App code so that the app can be used by development actors in other parts of the world.

---

**Box 4: Measuring May Doe Kabar Rural Women’s Behavioural Change**

iWomen App project sits within a broader UNDP Myanmar project aimed at promoting women leadership in local governance. Example of indicators used to measure rural women’s behavioural change resulting in increased social recognition and reduced physical and emotional isolation of rural women as community leaders are highlighted below:

- Changes in the frequency of public speaking during meeting organized by local/national CSOs;
- Changes in the frequency of speaking during village meetings;
- Changes in the frequency of invitations received from local institutions to attend village Committee meetings;
- Changes in the frequency of support received from male members of the family which enable MDK member to take time off family duty to attend MDK meetings and activities;
- Changes in the frequency of invitations received to attend a training organised by a local CSO;
- Changes in the frequency of communication exchanges with members of other Township Leading Groups;
- Changes in the frequency a MDK member get asked to give advice to Village Head or Village Track Administrator;
- Changes in the frequency a MDK member get asked to give advice to members of village development committee;
- Percentage increase in adoption and usage of mobile phone technology to communicate with UNDP and other CSOs groups.
Box 5: UNDP 2013-2017 Baseline-Endline Survey Highlights*

Confidence Levels
Collected data shows that the number of women who were not confident in expressing their ideas and feelings in public decreased from 21% in 2013 to 3% in 2017. Women gained confidence in expressing themselves and participating in discussions in several local fora as demonstrated by both respondents self-assessment. Levels of confidence tripled over the four years and reached 43% in 2017 against 15% in 2013.

Social recognition and participation in decision-making
Collected data shows that in 2013, 43% of the surveyed women answered “Not at all” when asked if they were comfortable in dealing with government officials, regarding issues in their communities. This number decreased by 35% in 2017 demonstrating reflecting increased women’s confidence in participation in decision-making and gained social recognition within the community: 60.5% of May Doe Kabar leaders (TLG Chair and Vice Chair) declared that they get invited to give advice to men village leaders on a regular basis. 70.4% of May Doe Kabar leaders (TLG Chair and Vice Chair) declared that they often get invited to participate to village meetings. 44.2% of May Doe Kabar leaders (TLG Chair and Vice Chair) declared that they often get invited to local government meetings at the township level.

Frequency of communication between regional May Doe Kabar groups (SRGs and TLGs)
The frequency of communication between regional May Doe Kabar groups (both between different states –TLG to TLG- and within individual states –SRG to SRG-) has significantly improved during the period 2013-2017. The survey shows that the frequency of ‘between states’ communication has increased by 26.5% from 2013. The participation to May Doe Kabar national level events by regional MDK groups has increased from 7% to 35%. The number of May Doe Kabar regional groups which had never exchanged information with other local civil society groups has dropped from 36.2% to 10.5%.

Access to information
In 2013, 37% of surveyed women expressed not having access to information suitable to improve their leadership skills and livelihood. In 2017, this number has dropped to 11%. The number of women who responded “Often”, regarding sharing information doubled in 2017, reaching 34%. The number of SRGs and TLGs groups which declared to receive advice from other local civil society organizations on a regular basis increased from 9.9% to 40%. The number of surveyed women who declared to have access to information about upcoming trainings often increased from 7% to 46% and the number of surveyed women who declared to have access to funding opportunities often increased from 9% to 63%. Overall the survey results demonstrate that May Doe Kabar.

*Data here presented is the result of a survey conducted and analysed by UNDP staff. The data was collected through a paper based questionnaire which was circulated amongst the 31 TLG leaders and was answered by 380 May Doe Kabar rural women members in 2013 and in 2017.
3.1 RESEARCH: METHODOLOGY AND METHODS

In June 2016, UNDP Myanmar and the United Nations University, Institute on Computing and Society (UNU-CS) agreed to include the iWomen Project as one of the case studies of the Research Project “Psychosocial Wellbeing of Individuals in a Society in Transition: Exploring the Role of New Technologies in Myanmar”. This Research Project aims to explore whether ICTs can be used specifically to improve individuals' psychosocial wellbeing (PSWB). The term psychosocial is here understood from a critical psychosocial perspective. Namely, it focuses both on the social and emotional wellbeing (Taylor 2011). The current report presents the findings of the evaluation run by UNU-CS. The research questions that guided this research are:

• What role does ICT have in supporting psychosocial wellbeing as defined for this research?
• What methods of implementation need to be considered to effectively incorporate ICT into initiatives aimed at the improvement of psychosocial wellbeing?
• What are the benefits and detriments that ICT can cause on initiatives focusing on psychosocial wellbeing?

The following sections clarify 1) how the research was designed, 2) how the data was analysed, and 3) the ethical considerations and limitations of this research.

Research Design and Data Analysis

Using Action research, UNDP Myanmar and UNU-CS agreed on the research objectives, project design, data collection and analysis. A UNU-CS researcher travelled with three iWomen volunteers, who acted also as research assistants.

In total, five different locations in three states/regions were visited, 46 pre and 46 post surveys were collected, 5 pre and 5 post focus groups were conducted, 68 interviews were conducted (between 5 and 40 minutes long14). 28 iWomen documents were reviewed, 26 poems from iWomen users were analysed, and extensive field notes from the participatory observation and photographs were taken. The May Doe Kabar rural women who participated were both users and non-users of the iWomen App. Of the 68 interviewed, more than half (39) were learning about the iWomen App for the first time. This allowed the researcher to have a variety of opinions. To complement these data, interviews with the UNDP Team (1), iWomen Team (3) and iWomen volunteers (3) were also conducted. To operationalise psychosocial wellbeing, an analysis was conducted to establish what social and psychological impacts were going to be explored in this study. Using Kleine’s (2013) Portfolio of resources, psychosocial wellbeing was defined as follows: i) psychological resources (i.e.: Psychological Well-Being attributes: autonomy, personal growth, positive relations with others, purpose in life and self-acceptance (Ryff 1989)); ii) social resources (i.e.: social capital); iii) material resources (i.e.: access and usage of ICTs); iv) cultural resources (i.e.: social norms); and v) educational resources (i.e.: access to training content). Qualitative and quantitative methods and discourse analysis of data collected by UNDP were used to explore changes in skills and behaviours of the participant women (May Doe Kabar rural women using the iWomen App).

Figure 20: Researcher and volunteers conducting a focus group

---

14 More information about this research can be found at: http://cs.unu.edu/research/psychosocial-wellbeing/.
15 For most women, it was their first interview. They indicated how fascinated and happy they were about being interviewed, but also this meant some interviews were very short and they were not used to sharing in this way.
In terms of qualitative methods, two focus groups (for pre and post data collection) and a questionnaire of open-ended questions to be used for in-depth interviews were designed, inspired by Ryff's Psychological Well-Being attributes (Ryff 1989). The first focus group aimed to explore social norms in Myanmar and more specifically social norms affecting May Doe Kabar rural women communities. The second focus group aimed to explore May Doe Kabar rural women's impressions about the iWomen App and the iWomen training sessions. The in-depth interview aimed to learn more about each participant and asked questions about their routines, what they considered valuable in their life, their dreams and their use of technology, in particular the iWomen App.

In terms of quantitative methods, a survey was designed to explore impacts in Mobile ICT Skills, using the Internet Skills Scale (Van Deursen and Van Dijk 2010), which is supported by extensive research by their authors (Van Deursen et al. 2011; Van Deursen et al. 2016; van Deursen and van Dijk 2011b; van Deursen et al. 2012). Additionally, questions about demographics and basic ICT usage and ownership where also included to enrich the data.

The research occurred in three phases. The first phase, the research design phase, comprised of a participatory process in which UNDP Myanmar and UNU-CS worked together to design the research objectives and data collection tools, and defined which field sites where going to be visited. The second phase, the data collection, occurred during October 2016. Trying to benefit both the May Doe Kabar rural women and the research, it was agreed that data collection would occur in parallel to iWomen training sessions, each session benefitting 10-12 women.

As each training session takes around three hours, it was agreed for the women to come together at their May Doe Kabar regional office for two days. During the first introduction day, women were given the opportunity to clarify doubts on the purpose of the research and leave if uncomfortable. This was followed by the first focus group. Having concluded this conversation, women where asked to respond to the survey digitally, using tablets, smartphones, laptops and/or desktops. While women took turns to respond, the research assistants interviewed other women. The second day started with the iWomen training session. During this session, the researcher conducted participant observation. In the afternoon, women responded to the second survey, also digitally, and when all had finished, the day concluded with the second focus group.

The third phase, analysis, was conducted using triangulation. This technique compares collected data from different sources (both qualitative and quantitative) to achieve a more in-depth and representative analysis. The qualitative data collected was coded using NVivo software. The quantitative data, which was collected digitally using KoboToolBox (an online open source survey tool, developed to aid development work), was downloaded to Excel and analysed. Initial findings were shared and discussed with the iWomen Team. This discussion had a twofold purpose. On the one hand, it served to verify that the researchers' interpretation of the data was not conflicting with the reality of Myanmar in terms of culture or how different events took place during the iWomen Project implementation. On the other hand, it served to share with the iWomen Team some shortcomings found on the iWomen Project. Both positive impacts and shortcomings will be discussed in sections 3.2 and 3.3.

Figure 21: Researcher and volunteers conducting a focus group
Ethical Considerations
To guarantee informed consent, UNDP Myanmar contacted the May Doe Kabar rural women leaders and explained the purpose of the evaluation that was going to be performed by UNU-CS, and requested their participation. The questionnaires and guidelines where shared in advance with the leaders so they could be informed of the kind of questions that were going to be asked. During the visits, the UNU-CS researcher explained again the purpose of the evaluation and allowed the participants to ask questions. They were reminded they could leave at any time and that they could choose not to take part of the study or parts of it.

To ensure trust amongst the rural women and the research team, a reflective exercise was conducted after each day, where the women could openly ask questions and for explanations of any issues raised during the focus groups, interviews or surveys. During these reflections, the researchers and iWomen volunteers shared their perspectives. The responses gathered from the women after the second focus group, confirmed they appreciated the opportunity to openly discuss with the research team. These interactions were seen by the May Doe Kabar rural women as valuable to their learning, in particular when gender roles were discussed.

Limitations of the Research
The findings that will be shown in the following sections need to be understood within the scope of the data collected for this research. First, the May Doe Kabar National Network of Rural Women has 20,000 members and due to time constraints, only a small sample was chosen to represent the larger community. This was an in-depth exploration of what May Doe Kabar rural women were experiencing. Second, the researcher does not speak Myanmar, for which she had to work with interpreters to communicate with the participants and for the translation of the interviews. This also meant the researcher was not able to conduct the interviews and ask follow-up questions to enrich the conversation. Lack of time did not permit follow-up interviews. Finally, although psychosocial wellbeing is being analysed, it is known that behavioural change requires time, which was not available during the research. The research was conducted over two days of interaction with each group, which was complemented with data collected by the iWomen Team, such as poems, news articles and anecdotal evidence.

3.2 POSITIVE IMPACT AND REASONS FOR SUCCESS
Evidence presented in the iWomen Inspiring Women App Annual Report 2016, shows the app has increasingly good performance indicators (Gatti, 2017). For instance, there is an average growth in users of 43% and a retention rate of 84% of users. The research presented below, aims to complement this data with in-depth analysis. The process and the various activities that complement the app have been as important as the application itself. They have impacted the lives of not only the women of the May Doe Kabar National Network of Rural Women, but also of other Myanmar women from both rural and urban areas, the iWomen volunteers and many other people who have been interested and involved with this project. This section will present how the inspiration function of the iWomen App provided rural women with female role models to look up to and get inspired from, encouraging their growth. It will also detail the success of the human-centered design used in empowering the May Doe Kabar rural women. This process also enabled the creation of a unique app, which targets emotional, informational and communicational needs of the May Doe Kabar rural women, a combination rarely seen in any application. This innovative characteristic has been part of the iWomen Project from its inception and it has been carried out through the implementation of the project, which will also be detailed below. Finally, the role of the iWomen volunteers will be explained together with their success in enabling the May Doe Kabar women to use the iWomen App and beyond.

Inspiration and Wellbeing: A New Approach to Development Practice
The iWomen App was initially thought of as a tool to inspire women. As mentioned above, in the initial project presented to the RBAP Innovation Fund, only the ‘Be inspired’ function was predefined. The human-centered design process confirmed this function and added others as is detailed in Part 2 of this report. Together, these functions aim to satisfy information, communication and emotional needs of the women of the May Doe Kabar National Network of Rural Women as will be discussed below. The inspiration function, in particular, aimed to show May Doe Kabar rural women different examples of women that could become female role models. Stories show how women, from a wide variety of backgrounds and nationalities, have successfully overcome challenges in their own lives. From the 29 interviewed May Doe Kabar rural women who were active iWomen app users, 14 mentioned the ‘Be inspired’ function was their favourite. A woman shared this story:
"After my husband passed away, I tried to rebuild myself by reading articles from the ‘Be Inspired’ section. That section is like hero for my life. It gives me strength to rebuild myself again". (Zeyer, female, 37 years old)

Another even mentioned how she recommends that function to others:

"I always recommend this app by saying ‘when you feel depressed, you should read ‘Be Inspired’ section to get inspiration and to get so much knowledge’. (Nyunt, female, 34 years old)

Women are indeed finding inspiration in the iWomen App, at times through stories of other people, and at other times by learning new things, as Nyunt mentions: ‘getting knowledge’. Inspirational stories shared in the iWomen App vary, and some tell how women had overcome specific challenges in their lives. This is the kind of stories that inspired Zeyer, having a positive impact on her personal growth. Her psychological wellbeing benefited, giving her courage to go on and, in her words: ‘rebuild herself again’. Furthermore, having the support of May Doe Kabar National Network of Rural Women and UNDP Myanmar, inspired Zeyer to take concrete action to solve difficult problems. Zeyer recounted how reading a story in the iWomen App made her reflect that what had happened in her household was not correct. After this realisation, she contacted UNDP Myanmar and the leader of her May Doe Kabar office for advice and guidance. By asking advice, Zeyer was actively using her social capital, an element linked to her social wellbeing. Zeyer experienced transcendence as she gained awareness of new or better possibilities, a characteristic of being inspired (Thrash and Elliot 2003, 2004). With the encouragement and support from these organisations, she moved from being inspired to taking legal action:

"After reading the article of citizen journalist ‘Meeravijayyann’ in the ‘Be Inspired’ section, I became stronger than before. At first, I was not in a condition to hire a lawyer with my own money so I thought to give up my daughter’s case. But then I asked for help from the chairwoman of May Doe Kabar and a UNDP official. Finally with the connections of iWomen, the rule of law center arranged a lawyer for me. Now, I am in the middle of a legal action. I want to share my experience through the iWomen app. These kinds of cases shouldn’t be kept. That is why I urge to take action on such cases." (Zeyer, female, 37 years old)

According to Freire (1974), when people are “incapable of changing reality, [s]he adjusts [herself] instead.[…] Gradually, without even realising the loss, [s]he relinquishes [her] capacity for choice; [s]he is expelled from the orbit of decisions“ (p.5). Changing this constraining behaviour was achieved by Zeyer thanks to the combination of knowledge, and inspiration (facilitated by the iWomen App) and support (provided by the May Doe Kabar National Network of Rural Women, and enabled by the iWomen App communication platform), which provided the right conditions for her to take action in a situation which otherwise would have been ignored, considered ‘part of life’ or simply out of reach. Zeyer’s autonomy and self-acceptance grew thanks to this experience, improving her psychological wellbeing. It can also be argued that her purpose in life was expanded, as she expressed:

“My big dream is I want the world to know that our rural women are smart and can do everything." (Zeyer, female, 37 years old)

Zeyer sees the iWomen App not only as a source of information for rural women, but as a way to share with others, beyond the network, what she calls ‘the world’, what rural women in Myanmar know and do, as evidence of how valuable they are. Considering what Zeyer mentions in the previous quote, it is evident that the May Doe Kabar National Network of Rural Women organisation together with what the iWomen App has to offer in terms of content and interactively, caused an increase in Zeyer’s self-esteem and self-confidence (self-acceptance). This positive view of themselves was also heard during 70% of the interviews. This also shows an important impact on Myanmar’s constraining gender roles. The focus groups conducted showed that tradition and culture in Myanmar are very important, and those dictate that women should stay in the private sphere, be modest and self-contained. Wanting to show the world women’s value could be considered as exactly the opposite to what is expected from women. Zeyer’s change of self-perception is evidence of a change in some constraining behaviours.

12 All names are pseudonyms to protect participants’ confidentiality. Also, details have been left out to maintain the participants privacy.
she might have had, that stop her and other women from speaking up and demanding what is already declared by Myanmar law and/or international law as their right. Internalised constrains disempower women as much as external pressures, such as tradition or culture (Cornwall and Rivas 2015). By challenging gender roles, Zeyer expanded her cultural resources and her agency. Zeyer's behavioural change is what the iWomen App aimed to achieve from the start. While it is only one example, the evidence collected for this research shows many other examples where women show small but meaningful changes in their behaviour. It is possible to say that the interaction women have within the May Doe Kabar national rural women's organisation and the use of the iWomen App, does inspire women and increases both their social and psychological wellbeing. Changes are incremental, and the more women engage in other activities and with new knowledge, greater are the chances for social change.

This research also found that women were finding inspiration in other iWomen App functionalities. Information and communication functions in the iWomen App aim to support the social wellbeing of women, by helping their decision making with information and the ability to discuss and reflect with other women about their doubts. Yet, information and communication may also help individuals to gain awareness of new ideas, producing inspiration (Thrash and Elliot 2003, 2004). Then, iWomen App functions had an emotional impact. For instance, having the activities of other groups displayed, has inspired other women to try different activities. In this case, inspiration impacted their motivation to act and to try new things, promoting personal growth, as expressed by Tun:

“This app can inspire our women. We can know the activities of other May Doe Kabar offices. We can know how we should change to improve. This app is very effective for us.” (Tun, female, 45 years old)

There are other functions in the iWomen App which target the emotional needs of the women more directly. For instance, the ‘Poems’ sub-section is a space in which women can express their sensitive, artistic and creative sides in response to the ‘topic of the month’, which is inspiring them:

“I upload my poems and give comments to the articles and posts. I like posting my poems because I can show my ability to others.” (Aung Yadanan, female, 32 years old)

Women like Aung Yadanan create their own poems and share them with the May Doe Kabar national rural women's organisation using the iWomen App. This function was created after realizing women enjoyed writing and reading poems. Rural women have submitted hundreds of poems as mentioned in Part 2 of this report. This shows that this function has caused approach motivation, as they felt compelled to bring their ideas into poems. By posting poems, they are creating new ideas by their own incentive (Thrash and Elliot 2003, 2004). Also, in November 2018, a creative writing competition about stories and poems was hosted in the ‘Ready to Play’ section of the iWomen App. The poems and stories shared show how women feel about their lives, their relation with their communities and what they think about the iWomen App:

“We are afraid of this tricky world
Don't dare to go far
With great fear in our hearts
Like miserable caged birds

Now comes iWomen
We can share knowledge and wisdom
Go together hand in hand
Bright future as leaders rise”

Author: Daw Thet Thet Win

This rural woman poem, as many others’ stories and poems sent to the iWomen App, shows a journey from oppression to freedom. This change of perception is attributed to the iWomen App. It is a change of perception of the role of women and of how they were interacting with the world. This illustrates an increase in self-esteem and a positive perception about their future. Their poems are concrete evidence of their increased psychological wellbeing.

Empowerment Through Human-Centered Design
The iWomen App is the result of a close working collaboration between UNDP Myanmar and May Doe Kabar National Network of Rural Women, whereby rural women members of May Doe Kabar were treated as equal partners and not solely as project beneficiaries. This resulted from the use of the principles of human-centered design during the app design, development and growth, as explained in Part 2. Authors warn that there is a fine line between participation and pressure (Cleaver 2001; Kothari and Cooke 2001; Mosse 2001); as such, using participatory approaches is not in itself a guarantee of technology users being empowered throughout the process. Therefore, this section presents evidence why, in this case, participation indeed caused positive impacts to the rural women of the May Doe Kabar.

The positive impacts are twofold: a sense of ownership and appropriation of the iWomen App, and an increased self-esteem and self-confidence (self-acceptance) of the women of the organisation. Relating to the first, when asked about who created the iWomen App, seven women out of 68 women interviewed mentioned being involved in the participatory process. For instance, one recounted their role in the process:

“We worked with the iWomen team in various meetings. We are, the women in Kyaiatt, the ones who came up with the slogan of the App [in English the slogan is “The more inspired, the more empowered”]. Also, some poems and quotes in the “Be inspired” section are written by us.” (May Moe, female, 40 years old)

May Doe Kabar rural women who were directly involved in the design process, like May Moe, will immediately state their role, not only as participants, but also as creators of the final mobile phone app. May Moe is not just mentioning she helped, she is proudly indicating that the slogan and a selection of content was developed thanks to her creativity and that of her group of women. The human-centered design process achieved not only the identification of the women’s needs, but also empowered the May Doe Kabar rural women (interviewed) to actively design the layout of the app, the way functions were going to be named and the overall purpose of the app.
Human-centered design allowed for the iWomen Team and the May Doe Kabar rural women to be equal partners, and as such, make collective decisions. This gave interviewed May Doe Kabar rural women a sense of ownership of the app, which is very important, as the intention of UNDP Myanmar is for the organisation to eventually take full responsibility of the app. Research has proven that ownership is very important for the sustainability of ICT interventions (Ballantyne 2003; Pade et al. 2009). This sense of ownership was not only found to be present in perceptions of May Doe Kabar rural women in one location (Kyaitt), interviewees in other research locations also expressed themselves in a similar manner:

“I helped to add new content while attending some of the meetings. I also gave my suggestions for improvement. I also ask the villagers to use iWomen App and I also share the app between other groups and villagers.” (Nanda, female, 39 years old)

Fieldwork conducted for this report visited five different training sessions in five different locations across Myanmar. Comparing the information that is shared with the women during the training sessions to Zeyar’s quote, it is possible to say her description is her own understanding of the functions of the iWomen App and the value it has for her and others. In this quote, she is not just mentioning that the content is specially tailored to their needs as rural women, she also indicates her belief that this content can help her and others change and improve their lives, so much that she would like other women to use it too. Part of Zeyar’s positive perception of the app is the result of having her information, communication and emotional needs taken into consideration through a variety of functionalities in the app, as will be described below.

Targeting the Information, Communication and Emotional Needs of Women

The human-centered design process allowed the iWomen Team to identify, together with the May Doe Kabar women, information, communication and emotional needs. Different functionalities were then designed to fulfill these needs. For five out of 29 women, the information functions were the most important. This is supported by performance data collected on Google Analytics, which shows that content from these functions are the most visited by users (Gatti, 2017).

“Be knowledgeable is my favourite one because I can know about laws and agriculture.” (Nyunt, female, 34 years old)

In terms of information, the function ‘Be knowledgeable’ provides easy to comprehend short lessons about different topics. These topics are thematically updated on a monthly basis by the iWomen Team, based on May Doe Kabar rural women’s topic priorities. Most members of the May Doe Kabar national rural women’s organisation are farmers. During the interviews, 22 interviewees described how farming was their family’s main source of income, being landowners or farm labourers. Five other May Doe Kabar rural women mentioned working as farmers in their free time, to supplement their family’s income. Nyunt is one of these women. Both her and her husband work as farmers. Having information about land rights, and updated prices of agricultural products is very helpful. Nyunt mentioned in her interview she only used to access information via TV occasionally. Having the facility of accessing information on her mobile phone that helps her work as a farmer, is definitely filling the lack of reliable sources of information and contributes to women having a better chance to increase their profits whilst selling their produce to the middle-men. Commodity prices are only one of the over 10 topics offered in this section of the app, as the UNDP Team explains:
“Sometimes it is very difficult to anticipate what women want to read and what is beneficial for them to read. For example, in the case of menstrual hygiene management, we made the decision to upload educational material that explains this topic. We then monitor the discussions and the comments on the app to see how women reacted to it. It would have been very difficult for rural women to ask us to run a topic on menstrual hygiene management as there is no literature readily accessible to them on this topic, therefore they do not know that this literature exists until we publish on the app [...] So now, we upload different content and see how people react to it. Also, we follow their conversations in the question and answer section to see what they might be interested in or what problems they are facing, so that we can upload relevant information. We give them a variety of stories, and we encourage them to read. They can find information they need, but they can also find new interests. (UNDP Team) Is there no literature readily accessible to them on this topic, therefore they do not know that this literature exists until we publish on the app [...] So now, we upload different content and see how people react to it. Also, we follow their conversations in the question and answer section to see what they might be interested in or what problems they are facing, so that we can upload relevant information. We give them a variety of stories, and we encourage them to read. They can find information they need, but they can also find new interests.” (UNDP Team)

Information about laws and prices, as mentioned by Nyunt, is information they need, what they have themselves indicated to the iWomen Team, and is valuable for them. Amongst the rural women of Myanmar there is an identifiable knowledge gap, which is hampering the development of women economically, socially and emotionally. The Be Knowledgeable function contributes to fill this gap. With more than 34 main spoken languages in Myanmar, from 6 different language families (LSDO and MIMU 2016), and still remaining restrictions to freedom of speech, the amount of varied, context appropriate and high quality psychosocially beneficial content is scarce in the country. Rather than complaining about the situation, the interviewees were excited about the content in the app, which shows how important this function is for the women. Yet, as the UNDP Team explains, it is hard to produce and to know what information you need beyond what you know from your life experience:

“People used to live in a very controlled environment and have very controlled behaviors. For example, they used to have to ask for permission for everything, and they did not have access to written materials, except from very few sources. This created a mindset that is still prevalent. We are trying to break this pattern by giving freedom to access a variety of content. It is not easy. We sometimes have issues with some groups, which are worried about some content. For instance, content about rape, even if this is not censored any more, it was and it is still considered sinful or controversial. Few women talk about it openly and many indicate even being afraid of reading about it.” (UNDP Team)

To overcome this challenge, the iWomen Team follows the discussions women have in the different forums available in the iWomen App. This information has served to track issues that are becoming of interest to the women, showing an alternative way to define topics that interest them. While some of these topics may not have been directly asked by the women, they certainly are in their interest. During the interviews, it was clear rural May Doe Kabar women were enjoying their new freedom to access content previously not available to them, as Nanda mentions:

“Before I used this app, I only watched TV and I knew nothing. But now I read so many articles in this app and I can advise my friends. For example if they have flooded areas, where there is no clean water, [I can tell them] how to purify water, as I learned from the article I read in the app.” (Nanda, female, 39 years old)

Nanda’s comment illustrates how little value she puts on information gained from watching TV in Myanmar. She transitioned from her claim of “knowing nothing” to advising her friends. This shows both an increase of knowledge and an increase in her self-confidence. May Doe Kabar rural women had an aspiration to communicate and see where the other groups lived, to learn from each other and to encourage each other as phone communication and internal travel within the country was greatly restricted up until 2011. Two functions were designed: ‘Be together’ and ‘Talk together’. ‘Be together’ provides information about May Doe Kabar national rural women’s organisation in the way of an interactive map using geographical information systems (GIS). As mentioned in Part 1, while UNDP Myanmar had been working with 2,000 individual women saving groups for over 10 years, the May Doe Kabar national rural women’s organisation came to be only in October 2015. This organisation is still in the process of growing and strengthening. A community, as defined by Cohen (1985), is an aggregation of individuals with something in common, which distinguishes them from others, and who are aware of their belonging to that group and not others. These groups do not need to be in the same location, they may have symbolic boundaries, for instance, for the May Doe Kabar national rural women’s organisation, these boundaries are based on their lifestyle and identities. For individual members to feel a sense of community, according to Blanchard and Markus (2002) four elements need to occur: i) feeling of membership; ii) feelings of influence; iii) integration and fulfilment of needs; and iv) shared emotional connection. The ‘Be Together’ function is helping women to improve their sense of community by increasing their feelings of membership. This functionality helps members to geographically identify where all the 31 TLG offices are located and to read each women group’s profile. This serves not only to allow women to know about other groups, but to be able to communicate with other leaders. The UNDP Team said:

“The value of the app, for May Doe Kabar rural women’s organisation is both for individual rural women and for the network as a whole. The inspiration and the information benefits each individual, but thanks to the GIS map, individual women’s group can network with each other as they can now see each other’s profiles, as today everything is still managed on paper, not on a computer.” (UNDP Team)
Thanks to the ‘Be Together’ map function, May Doe Kabar membership has an accessible method whereby the network is visible to all; viewers can know the distribution of the network in Myanmar, how many women savings groups and individual members belong to each May Doe Kabar office, and what activities they do and are interested to engage in the future. This information is very valuable when approaching possible donors, as it is concrete evidence of what the network is. Another function, ‘Talk together’, was designed to allow women to communicate with each other in an interactive manner. There are various functions within this section of the app, designed to satisfy different needs of the women and the organisation. For instance, the ‘Calendar’ sub-function aims to share activities that women are taking part in as a network. This function also provides further evidence of the liveliness within the organisation to potential donors. The remaining sub-functions of ‘Talk together’ aim to organize conversations into what the participatory process identified as priorities:
(a) ‘Activities’: Share what each self-reliant group is doing.
(b) ‘Q&A’: Post questions and respond other people’s queries.
(c) ‘Market’: Share products made by users or share market information.
(d) ‘Poem’: Post poems written by users or other people.
(e) ‘Safe migration’: Information about migration and do’s and don’ts.

By having a variety of methods of interaction designed into the app, women’s needs are being attended, improving their feelings of being supported by the organisation, which in turn increases their sense of community. Being able to share and contribute increases their feelings of influence, increasing their sense of community. While these four sub-functions have the same design, the conversations occurring within are different. These conversations are also flexible, if a new topic is identified, a new sub-function can be created. This is the case, for example, of the ‘Safe migration’ sub-section, which did not exist during the time fieldwork for this report was conducted. The iWomen Team works so far as moderators, making sure the conversations stay on track, a role that eventually has to be assumed by the organisation. Besides allowing women to share their ideas, these sub-functions have also served to provide further source of inspiration for the women:

“What I read the most is the ‘Talk together’ section, to know about other groups’ activities. I also upload the activities of our group.” (Ei Thanda, female, 33 years old)

As explained above, each May Doe Kabar office has autonomy, and some groups are more active than others. Having all groups post about their activities, gives other groups inspiration of what they can do. Browsing through the posts gives the viewer an idea of the kind of activities groups are engaging in, which could serve as inspiration, as mentioned above by Ei Thanda. People share, for instance, photos about different training they have been part of, such as: Evidence Based Advocacy Training, Counselling Training and Office Management Training. The ‘Talk Together’ function also has the facility for donors to post topics out to the network to measure women’s interest. For instance, an interesting group of posts found while browsing the activities was photos of different members, supporting the #BeBoldForChange campaign. This was the 2017 International Women’s Day theme. While some of the activities are directed to each group, this shows women may also join campaigns or activities that do not target them specifically as an organisation, but as women. The different sub-sections within ‘Talk together’ aim to satisfy the women’s communication needs, considering also their privacy and security concerns. During interviews and focus groups, women expressed this concern:

“We can use iWomen as Facebook by uploading posts and we think iWomen is more secure than Facebook and it is so amazing.” (Nawngkio focus group)

“We feel secure using the iWomen app because only TLG and SRG women and rural women use this app.” (Su Zeya, female, 29 years old)

Together with the opening of the market to new telecom companies, hardware and software providers have also been increasingly entering Myanmar. In order to attract more customers, companies offer packages with free access to selected social media. Marketing posters could be seen in every town visited during fieldwork conducted for this report. Even without owning a mobile phone, or knowing how to use the Internet, women know what Facebook is, but there is still fear of how using this platform could affect them. According to different studies, various social media have become instruments for religious hate speech or for disseminating fake news in Myanmar (Best 2016; Dolan and Gray 2014). The iWomen Project considers this challenge in two ways. First, it allows women to communicate through an app that was specifically designed for them. This has allowed women to express themselves without the fear of being exposed, as they are aware the audience of their posts is restricted to the members of their group. Second, it provides women with training, both to know how to use a mobile and the Internet, and to know how to use the iWomen App. May Doe Kabar women share their ideas, poems, activities and more, and by doing so, they are also building relationships, creating a shared history of the organisation, improving a spirit of community, which is crucial for the May Doe Kabar National Network of Rural Women to continue to grow. It is also important to mention some technical features which have increased the iWomen App’s usability. First, the iWomen App was designed to allow recording and sharing audio files, to allow illiterate users or those with low levels of literacy to produce and consume content from the app. According to the Myanmar Census, in 2014, 86.9% of females were literate (2015). However, the UNDP Team explained that the different feedback received during the participatory design process, revealed that many women are indeed illiterate or with very low literacy levels, because they had completed only a few years of education, making the audio function very valuable to them.
Second, the app’s settings function allows users to change languages. While Myanmar is the official language and the most spoken, according to the Myanmar Information Management Unit (2016), there are 34 main spoken languages in Myanmar, from 6 different language families. Initially, users of the iWomen App could choose between the English and Myanmar languages. Further interaction with women from the May Doe Kabar helped the team prioritize what languages were the most demanded, and expanded the users’ options to two other languages: Shan and Chin languages. The UNDP Team indicated that expanding to other languages would be crucial but additional funding is required. Also, a technical issue regarding fonts was identified. People were using either Zawgyi or Unicode fonts in their ICT devices. Zawgyi and Unicode are encoding standards that enable users to read text in their devices. In most countries, Unicode is the current standard allowing information to flow with no need of font conversion. In Myanmar, Zawgyi is the most popular standard, while Unicode and other various codes are also used. According to Liao (2017), this may be slowing down the digital development of Myanmar. Instead of developing software with just one encoding standard, developers need to either choose which population to exclude, those using Zawgyi or Unicode, or double the work in including more than one standard. Currently, the iWomen App includes both standards, allowing users to choose one of the two standards from the ‘Settings’ function.

**Thinking Ahead of Time**

When thinking of technology, it is not unusual to consider innovation, entrepreneurship or big business. Certainly, rural areas or rural women are not the usual field or target group of users that comes first to mind. It was not different for this project. As recounted by the UNDP Team:

> “There were development practitioners who questioned our project, arguing that the penetration of mobile phones was too low in rural areas, so it was not worth it, when we could have done a radio programme or a printed issue.”

(UNDP Team)

Despite early scepticisms, the iWomen App was and continues to be in itself an entrepreneurial and innovative project because of its focusing on such a target group of users. This project followed a trend that was quite visible in the country. Since 2014, when the first two licences were given to the international telecom operators Coredo and Telenor, the telecommunications market has grown faster than any other market has ever done before in the world. The mobile-cellular telephone subscriptions per 100 inhabitants grew from 0.03% in 2000 to 75.68% in 2015. Although nobody could predict how big the market was to become, its growth was undeniable, and UNDP Myanmar saw this as an opportunity:

> “The penetration rate of mobiles was growing undeniably fast, Myanmar growth is the fastest of the region, and we had realized that because this was a new thing, people were very eager to buy a phone and that they really wanted to learn how to use it […] We were following the natural progress of what was and is happening in Myanmar. […] I think it was a good thing we started when we did did because iWomen App opened the way for other agencies and NGOs in Myanmar to adopt technology as a way to increase and scale impact […]”

(UNDP Team)

As mobile penetration rates grew, also did the supply of a variety of mobile phones, including cloned smartphones. Myanmar has leapfrogged various models of mobile phones and even without the intention of using the Internet, buying a cheap smartphone might be the best option for many. Namely, the spread of mobiles and the Internet would have come to the rural areas, one way or another, especially in a country were 70% of their population is located in rural areas. Hence, the iWomen App was visionary in developing an application for a group of users whose mobile ownership was only beginning to increase. The steady increase of users of the App, 43% monthly average, and a high retention rate (83%), confirms that May Doe Kabar rural women are definitely interested in the iWomen App (Gatti, 2017). This project was also sensitive to lessons learned from other civic tech initiatives aimed at low-income populations with a low-level ICT literacy rate. Accordingly, this project assumed that an increasing number of rural Myanmar women would have had a high demand for localized content particular to rural women’s economic and social empowerment needs. The project team set out to fill this gap with localised content as much as possible by developing a series of inspiring stories and lessons, on topics chosen directly by the rural women ranging from commodity prices, lessons on technology, to stories on women leaders, as mentioned above. Part 2 of this report describes the effort taken also to adapt already developed content, into a more contemporary user friendly style, to become part of the iWomen App.

There is little research about mobile applications in Myanmar, therefore, desk research was conducted as part of this research project, to identify how many Apps were available. Using Myanmar, Burma and Burmese as keywords, both in English and Myanmar, 3 apps were identified in the Apple Store and over 300 in Google Play, which does not mean these are developed for or by Myanmar people. This contrast with the overall number of available apps in the world: close to 2.2 million apps in the Apple Store, and over 2.8 million in Google Play (Statista 2017). From these, only 3 were found to target vulnerable or disadvantaged groups, aiming to improve their wellbeing and development. While the iWomen App is not the first app developed in Myanmar, it is the first app developed by an international organization. Moreover, the iWomen App is the only app in Myanmar (and one among very few in the world), which targets both social and psychological needs of rural women. Nevertheless, the iWomen Project has made an effort to locate and contact other groups who have developed similar or interesting apps, with two purposes in mind. First, find other apps that could bring other benefits to the May Doe Kabar women, and second, present their app to other groups, so they could also benefit from the iWomen App. Such an effort has also been forward thinking, as this has helped to promote the iWomen App beyond the May Doe Kabar national rural women’s organisation, and has opened up other information venues for the women who use the app. This was achieved by creating a function in the app, which is called
“Sister Apps”. Here, users can find a list of other apps that have been developed in Myanmar and elsewhere, for instance, the Green Way App, which offers agricultural information specifically related to the Myanmar agricultural sector or the New Nilt App, which has a civic education focus. The iWomen App is not just offering targeted content to their users, the users themselves are involved in deciding what content the app has. This is because it was developed using human-centered design, and continues to include the women’s voices in the app updates.

Building Capacity for Meaningful Use and Strengthening the Community

As mentioned above, training is provided to members of the May Doe Kabar National Network of Rural Women, focusing on how to use a mobile phone and the Internet, and how to use the iWomen App. Training started as a way to introduce and share the app with members of the May Doe Kabar National Network of Rural Women who were not actively involved in its design (see Part 2 for a full description). Positive outcomes are seen both from the women attending the training as well as from the volunteers providing it. The main impacts identified are: women’s increased digital literacy levels and greater sense of community; and, volunteers’ increased awareness of culture and development issues in Myanmar and amplified life skills.

In terms of digital literacy, the women responded to questionnaires before and after the three-hour training session using the Internet Skills Scale (van Deursen et al. 2015; van Deursen and van Dijk 2010; van Deursen et al. 2012). This scale allows the evaluation of Internet skills through self-reporting. Results show an improvement in the participants’ digital literacy skills of 1.4 points on average, which corresponds to a 23.54% increase. Namely, participant self-reporting shows how more capable of using ICTs they felt. The iWomen App has also content on digital skills, aiming to keep women learning and practising their new acquired skills. The training, complemented with the information available in the iWomen App, will continue to have positive impact on women’s digital skills and their ability to use the Internet.

Training sessions also allowed women to come together and spend time as a group. During interviews, women indicated how some of them lived as far as two-hours apart from each other. They also indicated they had multiple jobs and responsibilities which kept them busy every day. Thus, training sessions provided them with time for themselves and with their friends. During this time, they did not have to worry about their other responsibilities, only about attending the respective training. Lack of time is a common burden on women (Laurie et al. 1997; Platt 2011). According to Kleine (2011a), one of the main challenges for women to use ICTs is finding time and the motivation to make time. Every time the May Doe Kabar rural women meet at their offices, is a new opportunity for them to share their experiences about the iWomen App with each other, which may inspire and motivate non-users to find or make time to engage with the iWomen App. In all five locations visited, there was a spirit of friendship and community, and during interviews, women expressed how their May Doe Kabar offices were very important in their lives, for some as much as their own families:

“The most important things are my mom and my group. I want my mom to live healthy and I want my group to be successful and sustainable for a long time. I want to hand over all my work to the next generation because it is important to do community development.” (Ei Thanda, female, 33 years old)

For communities to form and survive, it is very important for their members to feel they belong and have an overall good feeling about being part of the group (McMillan and Chavis 1986; McMillan 1996; Peterson et al. 2008). Then, getting together for the iWomen training, allowed women to increase their sense of community by engaging and getting to know each other better and by doing activities together. This opportunity also allowed them to share and reflect on the information shared on the iWomen App. Regardless of the iWomen ICT training continuing in the future, each May Doe Kabar group will continue to meet regularly as part of their saving and lending procedures, and during these meetings, women will be able to continue to grow as a group, expanding their social capital and sharing their experiences with and about the iWomen App. It is within the iWomen volunteers, which have so far provided the digital skills training, that another great impact can be seen from the iWomen Project. The UNDP Team explains the volunteer program came to be in a very
informal manner. Learning from the experience of working with the Kyatti women, the team knew that introducing the app during the first May Doe Kabar Convention in October 2015 was going to be a challenge. Besides introducing the app, basic mobile training was going to be necessary, for which the iWomen Team formed a group of volunteers, relying on their personal networks. The success of this method encouraged the team to continue to ask volunteers’ help, eventually becoming a volunteer program. Using Facebook to contact people, the iWomen Team has now a database of volunteers who travel the country training May Doe Kabar women. Volunteers receive ICT skills and life skills training every Saturday, and collect points with each assignment to track their progress within the program. Outcomes of this program go beyond training over 5,000 women across Myanmar. The UNDP Team explains:

“When we started, volunteers were really shy, they were not confident in themselves. Over time they really improved. In our one-year meeting, each volunteer shared their experiences, what has changed in this past year volunteering for the app. All of them said they gained more confidence, ability to make speeches to big crowds, either rural women or lawyers, or other high level people because volunteers have gone not just to rural areas but also to places like the American Centre, because we have done so many trainings, not just with the rural women. So they feel they have enhanced their skills for their lives. They have also expressed they would like to keep volunteering with women and men in rural areas, because there is such a big gap between rural and urban areas.”

(UNDP Team)

Young women and men that joined this program have augmented life skills that will serve them beyond their volunteer work, such as public speaking as well as they have experienced different culture and development realities of Myanmar. Till 2011, travel within Myanmar was limited, and for many, travelling as a volunteer was their first travel experience. Volunteers travel to locations in Myanmar that are considered some of the most vulnerable of the country, which is a reason why the SRGs were started in the first place over 10 years ago. The exposure to various realities has given volunteers a different perspective in life:

“Before working as a volunteer, I only knew Yangon. Now I have travelled to many places, seen how people live so differently from the city. I want to keep helping our people, helping our country.”

(iWomen volunteer)

In the changing environment of Myanmar, it is valuable that young people are getting volunteer experience that gives them a social perspective. The hundreds of volunteers recruited and trained by the iWomen Project are a valuable contribution of this project, a new generation of Myanmar citizens who value gender equality and justice.

3.3 CHALLENGES TO SUSTAINABILITY

The development of the iWomen App has been led so far by UNDP, in partnership with the May Doe Kabar National Network of Rural Women. As a new initiative, currently ownership is equally shared between UNDP and the May Doe Kabar National Network of Rural Women. For the iWomen Project to continue and become sustainable in the future, May Doe Kabar needs funding and skills to take full ownership. Some difficulties have been identified which could challenge the sustainability of the iWomen App Project, these will be discussed in the following sections.

Network Lacks Organisational Maturity

As explained in Part 1, UNDP had been working with 2,000 independent women saving groups in Myanmar for over a decade. The establishment of May Doe Kabar allowed the women to continue to enjoy support from a diversity of donors, which was channelled through UNDP. Establishing the May Doe Kabar National Network of Rural Women has also followed a human-centered design, as indicated in Part 1. While individual groups have been working autonomously for several years, these never interacted with each other formally. Namely, these individual groups have been working together for just over two years, since the mobile phone technology enabled them to link together as one national network, registering with the Myanmar government in 2015. As detailed in section 3.2, one of the positive impacts of the iWomen App is that the app is supporting the strengthening of the May Doe Kabar Network by improving its members’ sense of community belonging. Then, the app is a fundamental element to this network, because its functionalities are helping its members to communicate and interact with each other, resulting in the strengthening of the unity of the network. Additionally, as mentioned above, this app may be used to provide evidence to possible donors about the dimension, dynamism and activities conducted by the network. Yet, the UNDP Team explains:

“Before they [rural women members of May Doe Kabar] could not see the value of the app for the network, or its benefits for fundraising. First they only saw the value for them as individuals, for the inspiration and the information. But now, they are starting to see how this [the iWomen App] could help the network too. For instance, to use it to show others their membership, as today everything is still managed on paper, not on a computer... It has taken some time, but we can see how some of them are starting to grasp it.”

(UNDP Team)

Current leaders of the May Doe Kabar have faced the challenges with courage, openness and great ability to adapt. Yet the changes are great and too rapid, and the new network still needs to fully comprehend and exploit all its resources, including the iWomen App. The benefit that rural women in Myanmar have already experienced from UNDP Myanmar assistance is very important. It is fair to expect that the ultimate goal of development aid is to empower individuals to become themselves agents of change. In the case of the May Doe Kabar rural women, a path has been traced and changes are occurring in the desired direction. Yet, in order for the network to succeed and the iWomen App to be sustained, further assistance from strategic development actors is essential, especially considering the growth of this network is occurring within greater political, economic and social changes in the country.
Beyond Access: The Need for Greater Critical Thinking Skills

As indicated above, mobile penetration and Internet users are increasing rapidly in Myanmar. While this scenario looks promising, digital inclusion is far from becoming a reality for every Myanmar citizen. According to the Myanmar ICT for Development Organization (MIDO), statistics do not capture the actual usage of technology. There are great challenges with geographical coverage, a large gap between rural and urban areas, insufficient local content in Myanmar (the official language) and even worse in other ethnic languages, a gender gap in access and usage, and insufficient digital and media literacy skills (Einzenberger 2016). To this respect, the iWomen Project has planned to address some of the challenges mentioned in Part 2, such as designing the app to work offline, translating it to various ethnic languages, including two font coding systems and introducing audio content. Yet, some issues are harder to address, for instance, low levels of critical thinking skills. According to McAuliffe and Rothschild (2017), in Myanmar “user awareness and the necessary critical thinking skills to ethically exchange information and determine the credibility of sources did not develop commensurate with the spread of mobile technology” (p.10).

Low levels of critical thinking skills influence individuals’ choices and behaviours, ultimately affecting their own development (Freire 1970; Amsler 2011; Freire 1998). People’s critical thinking skills are linked to the ability to critically assess, and where necessary reject, existing constraining norms and values, guiding their actions accordingly towards changing the root causes of their disadvantage (Roberts 2016b). In relation to the May Doe Kabar women, this low level of critical thinking skills may hinder the value obtained from the iWomen App. While the app offers a variety of sources for inspiration, information and opportunities for the rural women to learn and interact, the low critical thinking skills may affect how women choose to use or not the app. In this regard, the basic digital literacy training that the iWomen Project has been offering are a great first step to guide women in how to use the app in ways that may lead to changing the root causes of their disadvantage. Yet, the development of people’s critical thinking skills is a process that requires continuous attention, requiring further assistance from strategic development actors.

In parallel, May Doe Kabar rural women will continue to be challenged by the lack or shortages of electricity, lack or poor quality Internet service, and limited financial resources needed to pay for such services. Some of these challenges may be tackled in the future by the May Doe Kabar National Network of Rural Women applying the skills learned while making the agreement with Samsung, as explained in Part 2. As this deal helped their women members to acquire high-quality smartphones in affordable monthly instalments, future deals may be designed for connectivity or other services. The support of iNGOs, NGOs and private companies, is fundamental for women to continue to increase their access to ICTs, including the iWomen App.

3.4 RESEARCH CONCLUSIONS

Sections 3.2 and 3.3 discussed the different positive impacts and challenges faced by the iWomen Project identified by this research. The iWomen Project brought together three elements: the human-centered design of a mobile app, its implementation and maintenance, and basic digital skills training, as mechanisms to support the social and psychological wellbeing of the members of the May Doe Kabar.

First, the human-centered design enabled the women to claim ownership of the mobile app by being co-creators of the application and by making sure all the functions and content were relevant and adequate to their context. Being part of this process also increased their self-acceptance and promoted their personal growth. Being treated as partners rather than beneficiaries brought a new sense of entitlement and voice to the women participants, promoting gender equality. The success of the use of human-centered design to empower the May Doe Kabar rural women involved in the process provides evidence to donors, funders and/or governments, of its value and of the necessity of funding these kind of methodological approaches.

Second, the innovative nature of the project gave the iWomen Team a level of flexibility that allowed for organic growth and allowed the project to adjust to the needs of the women. Even though digital skills training was not included in the original scope of the project, it was recognised that without it, women would not be benefiting from the app as much. Accordingly, the iWomen Project designed a context adequate training, which has been successful in increasing women’s digital skills. The ICT iWomen training session has opened up opportunities to the women beyond using more efficiently the iWomen App. Additionally, the iWomen App provides extra content for women to continue to learn about technology. This is of particular importance if we consider that the digital revolution occurring in Myanmar is without precedents, for which the lack of digital skills has been pointed out as one of the greater challenges (Einzenberger 2016); and that research has shown that people require support to learn how to use technology in critical ways to aid their own development (Poveda and Roberts 2017; Poveda 2016b; Einzenberger 2016). Yet, rural women’s critical thinking skills are still low and this constrains the ability of women to address the root causes of their disadvantage. As research has shown, critical thinking skills can be taught in combination with digital skills (Pangrazio 2014; Warnick 2001; Poveda Villalba 2016). Also, this is a lesson for future projects, in particular for initiatives working with individuals with limited knowledge about technology, where essential digital skills should be prioritized and be considered within the project’s scope from its beginning. Additionally, the ICT iWomen training session also resulted in the creation of the iWomen volunteer program, which has expanded the impacts of this project beyond the members of the May Doe Kabar National Network of Rural Women.
Third, the mobile app provided information and communication opportunities for May Doe Kabar rural women, targeting both their psychological and social wellbeing. On the one hand, the app provided inspirational stories to help women expand their aspirations and increase their motivation to act towards changing their own realities. On the other hand, the app provided practical information that helped women solve day-to-day issues, such as agricultural market prices and land property law. This online activity, in relation to offline reflection and peer support, allowed women to increase their autonomy, self-acceptance and rethink their purpose in life, increasing their psychological wellbeing. Also, the app provided information to encourage women to consider issues pertinent to their development, such as gender-based violence information, together with the opportunity to ask questions and discuss on the forum functions in the app. The human-centered design and the technology, together with the extent of the embedding of the iWomen App within the May Doe Kabar National Network of Rural Women, and the associated support from UNDP Myanmar, is what has made the iWomen Project successful. Without the iWomen App, individual groups and members of the May Doe Kabar National Network of Rural Women, would not have been able to interact with each other in a way in which promoted the formation and strengthening of their network. The rapport and trust that UNDP Myanmar had built with the 2,000 individual women savings groups across the country helped the process to be possible. The interaction of these elements enabled many interviewed women to go beyond inspiration and take concrete actions as indicated above. The combination of all elements facilitated the described outcomes. Taking these reflections into consideration, the three research questions proposed for this research will be now responded to:

What role do ICTs have in supporting psychosocial wellbeing as defined for this research?

This research shows, from a psychological perspective, that the iWomen App has allowed rural women to have, maybe for the first time, access to female role models to inspire them to learn new ideas and to experience new activities. It has also shown how the use of the iWomen App by the participants of this research increased the level of interaction between the women, despite the constraints they face daily (i.e.: distance between each other, lack of time), which decreased feelings of social isolation and increased their social capital, their sense of belonging, and self-esteem. The inspirational stories combined with the aforementioned interaction (i.e.: sharing content, participating on the forum, reading about each other’s activities), has served to improve women’s self-acceptance, positive relations with others, and overall psychological wellbeing.

From a social perspective, the iWomen App provides a platform for the women of the May Doe Kabar National Network of Rural Women to read inspirational and useful information, reflect and discuss in the different forums, and to know more about their own network. The participatory process guaranteed that the information on the app was relevant to their needs. This process of reading and reflecting promotes women’s personal growth. Their new knowledge can then be reapplied in their daily lives. For instance: inspirational stories may challenge their gender roles, improving their cultural resources, as seen in Zeyar’s case above; and agricultural information can help improve their livelihoods as indicated by Nanda’s story.

What methods of implementation need to be considered to effectively incorporate ICT into initiatives aimed at the improvement of psychosocial wellbeing?

In the case of the iWomen Project, UNDP had been working for over 10 years with 2,000 individual savings groups before deciding to use ICTs to support the new May Doe Kabar National Network of Rural Women, which united the aforementioned groups. This allowed the UNDP Team to know exactly the target population. The use of human-centered design facilitated the identification of their emotional and informational needs, which were then incorporated into the different functionalities of the app. Being impossible to allow participation of the 20,000 members of the network, a methodology was designed to allow different levels of participation at different stages of development of the app: i) initiated with a smaller group representing the network for the most intensive work; ii) a national meeting of the network, with representatives of the whole network used to gather feedback from a greater audience (200+ participants) about the initial versions of the app; iii) this was followed by phone interviews with random users (among the participants of the previous meeting) which asked specific questions about the design of the app; iv) as more and more women became users thanks to the ICT iWomen training sessions, a hotline was created to assist rural women using the app and to get their feedback; v) today, forums are continuously read to identify hot topics that could be the basis of new information packages; vi) finally, the app’s game is sporadically used to gather women’s opinions. Therefore, the evidence from this project suggests that the target group of users’ needs to be identified and involved in the planning, implementation and maintenance of the ICT. Regardless the size of a group, projects need to acknowledge that individuals are unique and they deserve to have their voices heard and needs reflected in their final product. Where participation of the totality of the group is impossible, a methodology needs to be designed to gather a variety of perceptions, which is usually seen as a challenge in participatory processes. Accordingly, the iWomen Project successfully incorporated a greater number of voices, contrasting with more traditional processes of ICT design. Additionally, the online and offline interaction in the iWomen Project was what enabled the positive impacts shown in this report. Without its embeddedness in the May Doe Kabar National Network of Rural Women and the support from UNDP Myanmar, this app would have not had the success detailed here.

What are the benefits and detriments that ICT can cause on initiatives focusing on psychosocial wellbeing?

Research has shown that ICTs can only magnify the intent and capacities of those using the technology (Busch 2011; Toyama 2010, 2015; van Deursen and van Dijck 2011a). The analysis presented above show the iWomen App does not exist in isolation. Thanks to the use of
human-centered design, the app was not only designed in a participatory manner; it also used participatory methods in its implementation. Therefore, the iWomen App is embedded in the May Doe Kabar National Network of Rural Women, and also benefits from the support of UNDP Myanmar. For instance, Zeyar’s case shown above provides evidence how the guidance received from the network and UNDP Myanmar allowed her to take legal action. Conversely, without having read the inspirational stories in the iWomen App, Zeyar would have never sought for such advice in the first place. Was it the interaction between the inspiration and the social support that enabled Zeyar to take action? Then, the benefit of the iWomen App is because it serves the important role of information provider and inspiration catalyst. As the literature on inspiration indicates, there are two kinds of inspiration: inspiration by and inspiration to (Thrash and Elliot 2004). While inspiration by awakens people to new ideas, inspiration to creates motivation towards action. The iWomen App, via the ‘Be inspired’ functionality, as well as other functionalities as explained above, is creating inspiration by. The support provided by the May Doe Kabar National Network of Rural Women is the complement to transform that initial inspiration into action (inspiration to). It is important to indicate that how people are inspired varies and while some may leap to action as did Zeyar, others may take longer. However, having the iWomen App increases the chances for the May Doe Kabar rural women to find inspiration.

On the negative side, detriments are twofold. On the one hand, introducing technology for the provision of information requires the users to be capable to use that technology. As previously discussed, most of the women lacked digital skills and training had to be introduced to guarantee the iWomen App’s adoption and use. While this training helped May Doe Kabar rural women, their critical thinking skills are still low and require further training. On the other hand, there is danger in attaching the success of a project to the introduction of ICTs, diverting the attention of all the other characteristics that made the project successful.

For instance, the human-centered design used in this process is largely part of the success, as it promoted ownership and raised women’s self-perception. It is important to highlight that the technology on its own cannot achieve the same success, nor can technology magnify intent or capacities its users did not have before the introduction of such a technology.

In conclusion, the iWomen Project has a unique approach to wellbeing. Instead of just considering how to support rural women’s social needs, this project also targets their emotional needs, envisioning wellbeing from a psychosocial perspective, one that aims for behavioural change. Changes in the women’s perception of their role as women, increased self-esteem and self-confidence, increased sense of community and increased digital inclusion, are some of the impacts of the iWomen Project. These impacts will ultimately unlock the human development potential of the women in rural Myanmar. In this respect, the iWomen App is innovative, and one of the few apps with such characteristics in the ICT4D field. Projects with a psychosocial perspective tend to be from the humanitarian and emergency rather than from the international development sector. These sectors have acknowledged the importance of addressing the psychological wellbeing of those afflicted, for example, by war or natural disasters, as individuals have certainly been affected by trauma (Emmanuel et al. 2014; Maukera and Bignault 2015; Paratharayil 2010). However, the importance of psychological wellbeing is not exclusive to these populations. There is an increasing body of work that shows how poverty affects the psychological wellbeing of individuals (Lund et al. 2010, 2011; WHO 2010), and an international movement bringing awareness about issues related to mental health (Mackenzie et al. 2016; Mnookin 2016; WHO 2010). Then, initiatives such as the iWomen Project are extremely important as they show, first, alternatives of how to address wellbeing from a holistic understanding of the human being, as one that is both social and psychological. Second, they provide evidence of the benefits of approaching wellbeing from a psychosocial perspective.
PART 4 RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendations presented in this section, specifically designed for development practitioners, are the result of a two and half-year journey of development and growth of the iWomen Inspiring Women App and the project assessment carried out by UNU-CS. Considering how imperative it is to achieve the 17 Sustainable Development Goals, the recommendations below are the authors’ response to the following question:

How to inspire and inform people in developing countries to achieve the 17 Sustainable Development Goals with the aid of technology and innovation?

Co-Design and Co-Develop Technologies Directly With the Users
The evidence presented in this report shows that thanks to the use of participatory approaches (such as the human-centered design and the principles of digital design), the development journey of a tech tool can become in itself an empowering journey. In the case of the iWomen Inspiring Women App, the co-design method and co-development process has demonstrated that rural women, who before the participatory process felt they were not worthy of using a mobile phone, managed to build up enough self-confidence and self-esteem to shape the development of the app: from naming the app functions to deciding which content to upload and how to design the app stickers. The empowerment journey and the mind-set change undergone by the leaders of May Doe Kabar who have been active in co-designing and co-developing the app, is an example of transformational change which is crucially needed to achieve the SDGs on the ground. Development actors wishing to develop technologies to empower people should actively choose co-design and co-development over other tech development methods, and actively involve users in the process. The iWomen App is designed for any development actor to use, in any language, with any target audience and can disseminate any development content. The May Doe Kabar Network welcomes further contributions from international coders to strengthen the iWomen App code so that the app can be used by development actors in other parts of the world.

Develop Technologies with Sequenced Content Methodologies
Mobile apps like any other tech communication platform are mediums through which content can be shared in many ways from the action-reaction style of messaging platforms, to the algorithmically selected stream of content characteristic of the Facebook news feed, to the daily articles rhythm of a news app. In the case of development projects targeting rural women groups who live in contexts of scarcity (being financial scarcity, time scarcity, health and wellbeing scarcity), ICT tools can meaningfully contribute to users’ positive mindset changes if content is shared in a sequenced way. In the case of the iWomen Inspiring Women App, the human-centered design journey, undertaken by May Doe Kabar rural women and the iWomen Team, shaped the development of a sequenced content methodology modelled on human behavioural patterns. First, capture readers’ attention by publishing inspiring human interest stories to arouse curiosity, so the reader is stimulated to learn more on the subject. Second, upload relevant, easy to access, information and knowledge content on the same topic. Third, enable the readers to have access to online and offline discussion groups where they can explore their curiosity and reinforce their knowledge gained through peer-learning. Last, incentivize their learning experience with prized competitions to both test their knowledge and creativity. The iWomen Inspiring Women App monthly rhythm of sequenced thematic inspiration, education, peer-to-peer sharing, and prized competitions can be used to address the needs of other women groups such as migrant women, rural women networks, and women’s unions in the garment factories. By embracing the principles of human-centered design (creative confidence, empathy, embracing ambiguity, iteration), development practitioners will be able to co-develop, with their users, context appropriate sequenced content methodologies.

Use Technology Platforms to Deliver Multi-Thematic Development Interventions
Meeting the aspirations of the 17 SDGs will require an unprecedented effort by development actors working in distinct thematic areas (i.e.: health care, disaster risk reduction, gender-based violence), to increasingly synchronize their interventions if they are targeting the same population group, such as rural women. This report recommends development actors to take advantage of technology platforms (such as mobile applications and Facebook Bots) to synchronize their knowledge and capacity building activities to achieve better value for money. In the case of the iWomen Inspiring Women App, the original challenge statement was to develop a tech solution to foster rural women into becoming capable leaders. Throughout the process of co-development of the app, it became evident that developing an app strictly focused on leadership skills would neither have served the purpose, nor satisfied the requests of the rural women. The iWomen App resulted in being far more multi-thematic than it set out to be, featuring a wide range of topics requested by the rural women (from tech, to commodity prices, to gender-based violence, to disaster risk reduction, to financial literacy). The Sister Apps function, in particular, connects rural women with other development actors’ technologies. The process of sourcing relevant content from the several international and national development organizations working on different topics featured on the app, has paved the way for May Doe Kabar National Network of Rural Women to receive more synchronised donor support.
Plan In Advance How to Guarantee Digital Inclusion
During implementation, the iWomen Project identified the lack of digital literacy skills as a challenge to the adoption of the iWomen App. Accordingly, the iWomen Project designed a context adequate training, which has been very successful in increasing women’s digital skills. The ICT iWomen training session has opened up opportunities to the women beyond using more efficiently the iWomen App. Additionally, other issues, which limit technology adoption are low critical thinking skills, lack of financial resources, lack of time, fluctuating electricity service, and bad quality Internet connection, among others. Projects should identify these problems and plan solutions from the start. Some questions, inspired by research presented in the literature review, may help identify these issues: i) are we acknowledging characteristics such as age, gender, race and education level on the design of our project? ii) are we allowing our future users to be part of the design, creation and production of our project? iii) how will different levels of digital literacy of our future users be tackled? iv) are we addressing different technology preferences in our project? v) how will different levels of cognitive skills in our future users, for instance critical thinking skills, be tackled? vi) how will any deficiencies in telecommunications infrastructure, hardware, software and/or connectivity where we plan to implement our project be tackled?

ICTs Are Not Silver Bullets, Match Technology with Offline Initiatives
ICT is not a silver bullet. ICTs are tools that support the intent and the capacity of those using them. Just introducing technology will not solve any issues. The iWomen Project showed that the online-offline interconnectedness of the May Doe Kabar National Network of Rural Women and UNDP Myanmar, and the use of participatory methods to promote ownership and raise women’s self-perception, were as important as ICT in this project. The May Doe Kabar National Network of Rural Women will continue to organise activities and meetings where women will meet and further grow, promoting their development. The iWomen App, in parallel, will support these activities, provide women with information and continue to inspire women. To meet the aspirations of the 17 SDGs, matching great initiatives on the ground with technological innovation may provide the necessary online-offline interaction that has benefited the iWomen Inspiring Women Project.

Adapt Existing Scientific Scales That Measure Impact of Inspiration on Human Behaviour
Considering that sharing knowledge and experience through stories is one of our oldest and most effective forms of communication, the development community needs to adapt existing scientific scales to measure impact of inspiration on human behaviour, to demonstrate the power and the effectiveness that inspirational stories have on empowering people. As discussed in the literature review, there is an emerging growing body of scientific scales which measure different aspects of inspiration and its impact on decision-making, human behaviour and psychosocial wellbeing. In the case of the iWomen Project, prior to the UNU-CS evaluation, the team had been monitoring project impacts using qualitative analysis of the over 1,200 poems and stories written by the rural women in response to the hundreds of human interest stories shared by the project team via the app. Additional tools and methods that facilitate monitoring and evaluation of psychosocial interventions are still needed. This report recommends for development actors to adapt existing scientific scales. By using such scales, development actors will be able to i) measure the effectiveness that inspiration and inspirational stories have on empowering people, and ii) demonstrate a causal relationship between exposure to different degrees of inspirational content and resulting positive behavioural change of the project beneficiaries.

To conclude, this report challenged the reader to reflect on how to enable behavioural change - Does Development Need A Structured Approach To Inspiration? The fourteen steps of the human-centered design described above demonstrate that for development actors to meaningfully contribute to positive behavioural change at individual or community level, project beneficiaries themselves need to be equal partners in designing the structure that will enable their behavioural change. The iWomen App platform, and in particular its sequenced content and capacity building methodology (inspiration, education, peer-to-peer sharing, prized competitions to foster users’ engagement and learning) demonstrates that co-designing a technology through which inspiration becomes an essential component of the development intervention itself is possible. Inspiration in the way which is set out and sequenced in the iWomen App mirrors commercial techniques. In business, the mission is to engage with the customer in order to create demand for the product. The most successful businesses in the world succeed because the customers deeply desire their business products. The customer is inspired to purchase. The iWomen App sets out to achieve something which is incredibly difficult to do: that is to deliver inspiration and knowledge in a way that creates a consistent on-going demand by the users to improve their lives by educating themselves and by taking advantage of being a member of a rural women’s network where people help each other. What the iWomen App and the human-centered design process has uncovered is that there is a deep desire amongst the rural women of Myanmar to have the tools they need to capacity build their lives, to build the capacities of their communities, and to take responsibility as leaders in society. Considering that rural women, from a country such as Myanmar where inspiration, knowledge, mentoring, encouragement and trust have all been in limited supply, the sequenced methodology as used in the iWomen app and the human-centered design method that created this capacity building technology have shown impact and effectiveness that other development actors can successfully replicate.
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